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INTRODUCTION

Criminalization of students occurs when schools refer children to criminal law enforcement for everyday disciplinary infractions—infractions that school administrators and counselors could appropriately manage.¹ The states bring criminal charges against students for school-specific crimes, like “disrupting class,” and general order-related crimes like “disorderly conduct.”² Criminal court judges and prosecutors substitute in for school administrators to adjudicate and punish students charged with disturbing school order.³

As a result of criminalization, hundreds of thousands of students enter adulthood with open criminal cases, records, court debt, and warrants.⁴ These are notable technical barriers from the criminal court. Yet there are deeper impacts on criminalized students, including the psychological toll of policing and criminal courts and, resultantly, alienation from public institutions necessary for advancement.⁵ All of these harms may reverberate community-wide and generationally.⁶ This Article addresses an area overlooked by school discipline reform: redress to criminalized former students. In response to this gap, the Article offers models for retroactive decriminalization and reparations.

There is growing public resistance to criminalizing students.⁷ Nearly all states and the federal government have considered prospective reforms to criminalizing discipline policies.⁸ States are reforming their policies, making it more difficult to charge students with order-related crimes in

⁴ See Dennis, supra note 3, at 29, 31–36, 39–41.
⁵ See infra Part II.
⁶ See infra Part II.
school. They are often influenced by model reforms developed by organizations that replace referrals to law enforcement with additional support staff, counseling, and restorative justice practices. They engage in discussions of bias. As studies of student experiences and quantitative data indicate, the criminalization of students is felt most acutely among students of color, especially Black students. The models reduce or remove police officers from schools desperately in need resources for counselors and other social work support. These proposed reforms reduce the impact of criminal law on future schoolchildren.

But prospective reform to decriminalize discipline is not enough to curb the ongoing harm to former students. Reformers’ social equity goals require retroactive policies and reparations work. The vision for more equitable communities must address decades of damage inflicted by processing students through criminal legal systems.

A brief example of criminalizing policies in action demonstrates the acute and lasting harm that follows. One example is the high school student in Orange County, Florida, who said to a school police officer, “Get your hands off me.” In response, the officer arrested the student; handcuffed him in his school; walked him through the school to a patrol car; and charged the student with “disturbing the peace,” “resisting an officer without violence,” and “assault on a law enforcement officer.” Though the student’s parents pulled together enough money to hire a defense attorney, helping their child avoid a criminal conviction, the student will have an adult criminal record from this arrest and prosecution for the rest of his life.

In Albuquerque, New Mexico, a seventh grader tried to amuse his classmates with fake burps throughout gym class. In a school less reliant

9. Id.; Chen, supra note 7.
11. Id.
13. See DIGNITY IN SCHS. CAMPAIGN, supra note 10.
16. Id.
17. Id.
on criminal law, his class disturbance would have been laughed off or his teacher would send him to the principal’s office. Instead, school police restrained and handcuffed the thirteen-year-old at school, arrested him for “disturbance of class,” and brought him to the juvenile detention center until a parent came to claim him. Years after the incident, the middle school student reported experiencing severe depression and lasting anxiety.

Criminalized students must navigate criminal records, exclusion from school, the toll of psychological injury, and mistrust of educational institutions.

To many, an argument to redress former students’ injuries may seem premature. By no means is school discipline reform universal nor has it resulted in a completely just educational experience for vulnerable students. Schools continue to funnel students into the criminal legal system for school discipline matters. Teachers’ unions are split in their responses to restorative justice programming and its impact on effective teaching. The U.S. Department of Education’s investigations of school discipline expand and retract depending on the administration. Still, a pivotal federal report on school discipline showed that the federal government had entered into a number of consent decrees to implement reforms decriminalizing school discipline. The summer of 2020, filled with protests surrounding police killings and spurring renewed discussion on over-criminalization of vulnerable groups, resulted in further scrutiny of police officers in schools. Some school systems responded to the calls for reform, reducing criminal legal interventions in schools. These systems on the verge of reform are poised to include retroactive policies.

19. Id.
20. Id.
24. See, e.g., id.
27. Harris, supra note 26.
Retroactive decriminalization and reparations move closer to transforming education and criminal law than piecemeal, prospective reforms. These approaches confront and demand equity from the systems that have enabled harm. Retroactive decriminalizing measures such as record expungement may correct the technical barriers former students face. A reparations project can address impacts such as psychological harm, disruption of trust and estrangement from schools and other public institutions, and losses experienced by entire communities. A reparations framework offers expansive possibilities for considering these harms. The framework incorporates acknowledgement of harm, exploration of its lasting impacts on the individual and broader society, and a communal effort to recognize and attempt to redress the harm. For the majority of criminalized students, reparations models provide the most comprehensive form of redress for continuing injuries. Reparations models reposition moral norms, shifting the burden of overcoming criminalization from students to the state. Much of school discipline reform is discussed through the lens of education law, but the criminalization of students is another byproduct of our ever-expanding criminal legal system. This Article builds on scholarship on the hidden costs of misdemeanor criminal legal regulation, decriminalization of misdemeanors, and extensive literature on juvenile criminal debt. In its examination of backward-looking reforms, the argument contributes a new paradigm of retroactive legalization and decriminalization to address criminalized students.

Part I of the Article grounds the argument for redress to criminalized students in a reparations framework. The framework comes with a built-in stigma, one that proliferates through efforts to address racially discriminatory state policies. It offers moral justifications and a staged process for reparations. This Part describes how policymakers expanded the purview of criminal law into regulation of school order and, later, attempted to curb harm through prospective reform. Part II emphasizes the limits of prospective-only reform through dissection of ongoing consequences to

---


criminalized students. Criminal records and psychological, economic, and social long-term harms have already resulted in losses to students and communities. Part III proposes two frameworks to redress criminalized students: retroactive decriminalization and reparations.

I. A REPARATIONS FRAMEWORK: OUTLINING INJURY TO CRIMINALIZED STUDENTS

Around the world, governments utilize reparations programs to address past harms against groups and communities. Reparations may take a variety of forms, from acknowledgements of harm, tribunals and hearings, public education, community investment, and programs to individual compensation. Based on his survey of international scholarship on reparations, Alfred Brophy offered a list of the key goals of reparations: programs should “(1) acknowledge past contributions and harms, (2) change the public understanding about the present impact of past injustice, and (3) effect justice and freedom through community empowerment.” In examining the potential of reparations frameworks to address criminalized former students, these components might be considered separately. The project of redress for criminalized former students takes on a transformative quality when applied with these goals in mind.

Families and advocates for students have long demanded public acknowledgment of the ongoing impact of criminal referrals in schools. This advocacy has had a meaningful impact in the form of prospective reforms. While reformers have done a tremendous amount of work in outlining the harm of criminalization of students, it does not necessarily follow that a change in harmful policies explicitly acknowledges past and


31. Brophy, supra note 30, at 835. Brown University’s Steering Committee on Slavery and Justice found:

the most successful [initiatives] generally combine three elements: formal acknowledgement of an offense; a commitment to truth telling, to ensure that the relevant facts are uncovered, discussed, and properly memorialized; and the making of some form of amends in the present to give material substance to expressions of regret and responsibility.


continuing harm to former students. Reparations frameworks, in contrast, put particular emphasis on ongoing harm, and not just as justification for prospective reform. The layered goals of reparations programs, acknowledgement, public investigation, and redress help distinguish it as a framework from other types of reforms. Reparations acknowledge that without confronting past harm, the aims of reforms can only be partially achieved for communities. Where whole sectors of the community are still impacted, prospective changes are limited in their ability to restore a community.

In the U.S., controversial political baggage accompanies discussions of reparations programs. The mere mention of reparations can raise passions, stirring up resistance before the merits of the claim are even broached. Most work critiquing reparations attempts to delegitimize reparations for slavery. That sentiment has, at times, expanded to resistance to reparations for other systemic harm against specific racial and ethnic groups, such as for wages stolen from Mexican American workers, the taking of Native Hawaiian land, and the deprivation under Jim Crow laws.

The political repercussions of reparations efforts in the U.S. might result in local governments shying away from adopting reparations projects. Some reparations advocates have suggested adopting the frameworks or theories of reparations but using different terminology, focusing on various restorative frameworks. As I describe later in this Article, initiatives based on reparations frameworks may be described as reconciliation or restitution. Exploratory inquiries may take the form of reports, commissions, hearings, and public education campaigns. Redress might manifest as apology, awareness, social programs, priority in obtaining government services, or


34. One example is gubernatorial candidate Cynthia Nixon’s use of the term during her campaign to describe a model for addressing the War on Drugs. Adjoa Aiyetoro, a leader in the National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America, attests to the political consequences of mention of reparations. See Adjoa Aiyetoro & Adrienne D. Davis, Historic and Modern Social Movements for Reparations: The National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America (N’COBRA) and its Antecedents, 16 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 687 (2010).


36. See Yamamoto et al., supra note 30; see, e.g., Aloha ‘Āina: Native Hawaiian Land Restitution, 133 HARV. L. REV. 2148 (2020).


other forms of recompense. Certainly, each jurisdiction and the people seeking redress are in the best position to determine what benefits the reparations framework have to offer.

Reparations for educational harms in the U.S. exist. For instance, in Prince Edward County, Virginia the state passed legislation redressing past policies denying education to Black students.\textsuperscript{39} The county shut down its public schools rather than integrate after \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}.\textsuperscript{40} Funding was redirected towards private, segregationist schools, which white children were able to attend.\textsuperscript{41} Black children were deprived of schooling in the county, sitting home for five years waiting for the schools to reopen while white neighbors were learning at school.\textsuperscript{42} Families were fractured as some Black families sent children to other parts of the country so that they could attend school.\textsuperscript{43} The action of the county left students with deep psychological scars.\textsuperscript{44} The Black illiteracy rate increased from three percent to twenty-three percent.\textsuperscript{45} The reparations legislation provides some recompense to individuals who were not able to attend school at the time, specifically a scholarship fund for residents unable to attend school during that period.\textsuperscript{46}

As the reparations project in Prince Edward County demonstrates, the U.S. has a long history of exclusion of Black students in schools. Regarding Black children, community advocates have outlined the ways that problems labeled as “zero tolerance” and “school-to-prison pipeline” have been modern iterations of old trends.\textsuperscript{47} This legacy has included prohibitions on literacy,\textsuperscript{48} exclusion from better-resourced schools,\textsuperscript{49} and silencing of student protest.\textsuperscript{50}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{40} \textit{Id.} at 437.
\bibitem{41} \textit{Id.} at 437–38.
\bibitem{42} \textit{Id.} at 438.
\bibitem{43} \textit{Id.} at 438–39.
\bibitem{44} \textit{Id.} at 441–43.
\bibitem{45} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{46} \textit{Id.} at 421.
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\bibitem{48} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Solomon Northrup, Twelve Years a Slave} 229–30 (1853); \textit{Margaret Douglass, Educational Laws of Virginia: The Personal Narrative of Mrs. Margaret Douglass, a Southern Woman Who Was Imprisoned for One Month in the Common Jail of Norfolk, Under the Laws of Virginia, for the Crime of Teaching Free Colored Children to Read} 4 (1854).
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The current political moment, which has provided a platform for public dialogue about Black liberation, has shifted some of the benefits and detriments of explicitly considering reparations. In many places, governments have established commissions to explore reparations for state-sponsored racist policies and systemic injuries to harmed communities. Reparations theory is an increasingly familiar framework. The harms of criminalization of students are essential to any discussion of broader systemic racism against communities of color. Discussion of reparations has expanded beyond slavery to include state-sponsored terrorism, destruction of Black communities, redlining, Jim Crow laws, and the aggressions of the “War on Drugs.” Where cities and states attempt to make amends to harmed communities, connecting local equity projects to reparations may be a tactical advantage, giving the projects more traction. I expand the application for reparations frameworks to address students criminalized and excluded in our schools. Centering conversations about criminalized former students on reparations frameworks is an effort imbued with hope. Those that take it on believe that but for criminalization, many individuals and communities would be healthier and autonomously successful. Some school districts have explicitly embraced a reparations

51. For example, the city of Chicago passed a resolution for a commission on reparations for slavery, and then it reversed in favor of subcommittee on the issue. See Heather Cherone, Chicago Will Not Create Reparations Commission After Lightfoot Objects, WTTW NEWS (June 12, 2020, 5:46 PM), https://news.wttw.com/2020/06/12/chicago-will-not-create-reparations-commission-after-lightfoot-objects [https://perma.cc/4R7N–4NWR].


framework to advance the needs of Black students. 55 The application of a reparations framework to the criminalization of students leads to the following inquiries: 1) Is there unacceptable damage that the state has done to these students? 2) If so, what components of the ongoing harm that occurred as a result of these policies should be considered by the public? 3) How can we repair damage to students through retroactive policies? 4) Are there reparative forms of redress to students and broader society for the complex harms of criminalization?

In applying a reparations framework, I begin with the harmful, ongoing consequences of criminalizing students.

A. The History and Harm of Criminalizing Students

Reparations requires moral justification for engaging the state in the project of addressing past abuses. 56 An essential component of the justification is a clear articulation of the harm that has occurred. 57 This articulation identifies those who were injured, the extent of injury, and who harmed or benefited. 58 Examining the way the state implemented or enabled harmful policies already does work towards addressing criminalization. It upsets the accepted paradigm, of affected students as deviants or at-risk, and repositions criminalized students as individuals who have experienced losses and ongoing injury unjustly.

Brophy describes reparations as “remedies for sustained past or present injustice towards a particular group. The essence of reparations is remediation for collective harms.” 59 Some people may not view the criminalization of former students as a communal harm significant enough to warrant reparations. The harm of criminalizing students may pale in comparison to grand atrocities in the U.S., such as the enslavement of African people, massacre and removal of indigenous peoples, and medical experimentation on vulnerable groups. One might wonder if it is worth the cost and effort—and if the reparations framework offers some universal benefit that would warrant redress. Reparations theory does not require that the state’s offense rise to the level of genocide. 60 Scholars offer instead these questions: “Was the injustice perpetuated against groups? Was the injustice

55. For instance, the Oakland Unified School District recently approved a reparations resolution, establishing a Black Student and Families Thriving Task Force and Equity Fund. The resolution cites to recent reforms to eliminate school police, and the demonstrated harms of systemic racism in schools.
56. Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 17.
58. Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 35.
59. See Brophy, supra note 30, at 1402.
60. See Coates, supra note 52.
imposed by governmental action or neglect[,] and is it having an impact on people currently?"

The harm of criminalizing student disruptions to school order through the state’s school discipline policies is an identifiable harm, one perpetrated upon an identifiable group of students and communities. Despite extensive scholarship establishing the detriments to student wellbeing caused by criminalization, many districts continue their harmful reliance on criminal law in school discipline. The criminalization of youth has been one of the most striking contrasts to the ideal of school as a space that promotes safety, growth, and equal opportunity in society. These romanticized attributes of schools have long been denied to students in many of our schools. Instead of serving as a haven from harm, a student may find that resource-deprived schools replicate discrimination or injustices students face outside of school. The harm of criminalization in school does not just disadvantage that student but serves as a form of disinvestment in that community. The depth of the harm on students and communities makes it impossible to remediate solely through prospective reforms. Instead, the detriments to students and communities that underwent these disciplinary policies constitute sustained past and present injustice.

This Article focuses on policies that allowed children to be prosecuted in the criminal justice system. This specific set of policies permitted actual criminal justice interactions on school grounds. These policies include: assigning school order to school police officers; creating, within criminal codes, crimes for typical school order issues; and charging children with existing crimes for normal adolescent behavior.

Some argue that these pathways for criminalizing students are a manifestation of “zero tolerance” disciplinary policies and the “school-to-prison” pipeline. “Zero tolerance” describes a harsh policy regime against students who allegedly disrupt school order, which included serious and exclusionary forms of punishment. Reform advocates focused on these policies blame them for exacerbating structural inequities in school

64. Id. at 3.
65. AM. PSYCH. ASS’N ZERO TOLERANCE TASK FORCE, supra note 62, at 852–53.
Students under these policies received suspensions, expulsions, and criminal citations that required students to face charges in court. As justification, school districts argued that allowing the chaos caused by these minor infractions created unsafe schools and reduced classroom learning. Increased pressure to perform adequately on standardized tests also incentivized schools to remove students with complex needs. Schools were simultaneously hit with budget cuts, resulting in less mental health support. They began to rely on draconian discipline measures to maintain safety and quality instruction in schools. These punishments, suspension, expulsion, and criminal prosecution, were levied against students who were not accused of felonies or violence. Students were subject to zero tolerance policies for offenses like “[t]hrowing a paper airplane.”

According to some reform advocates, overly punitive, zero tolerance disciplinary practices led to a “school-to-prison-pipeline.” The disciplinary policies leave children at increased risk of extensive criminal legal entanglements. The concept includes many ill-conceived interventions, from heavy reliance on out-of-school suspension to the referral of children to the criminal justice system. Each carry consequences for children impacted. Suspensions are correlated with student drop-out rates. Transfers to alternative schools are linked to criminal law enforcement. Like juvenile justice and criminal court referrals, each has tremendous impacts on future student success.

The zero tolerance policies disproportionately affected students of color. For example, researchers have found that teachers are more likely to find suspension is appropriate with a Black student and that a Black student is a

66. See id. at 855.
70. See Wald & Losen, supra note 69, at 10.
71. See WHITAKER ET AL., supra note 69, app. d.
72. ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, supra note 63, at 3.
73. Id. at 10.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 5.
76. Id. at 10.
77. Id. at 12.
troublemaker.\(^78\) The youth who experienced zero tolerance policies often consequently faced additional barriers to learning. Specifically, studies found that when schools suspended students rather than addressing their behavior through other mechanisms, it resulted in higher drop-out rates and an increased likelihood of future criminal legal interactions.\(^79\) Some scholars have challenged narratives of zero tolerance and the school to prison pipeline as isolated phenomena in the exclusion and criminalization of students of color. Some consider criminal legal interventions to be more properly historicized as the latest effort in centuries of attacks on Black culture, autonomy, and liberty in U.S. education.\(^80\) Black youth have long been deemed disorderly and subject to the social controls of criminal law.\(^81\) This reliance on criminal law interventions in school order coincided with the beginnings of the “War on Drugs.”\(^82\)

Similarities between the zero tolerance, school to prison pipeline, and war on drugs policies are evident.\(^83\) Both expanded criminal law enforcement to maintain safety and order, divesting from health and social services.\(^84\) The rationale for zero tolerance disciplinary policies echoes much of the rationale for mandatory minimums in drug sentencing: that the policies reassert the gravity of violations, strengthen deterrence, and maintain consistency in punishment.\(^85\) Similar to “broken windows”

78. Jason A. Okonofua & Jennifer L. Eberhardt, Two Strikes: Race and the Disciplining of Young Students, 26 PSYCH. SCI. 617, 618 (2015) (stating that teachers given similar fact patterns were more likely to find that a hypothetical student with a “Black” name was a troublemaker and refer to suspension than a student with a “white” name).

79. See Whitaker ET AL., supra note 69, at 24.


81. See, e.g., Sadiya Hartman, WAYWARD LIVES, BEAUTIFUL EXPERIMENTS 222–25 (2019); Francis L. Huang & Dewey G. Cornell, Student Attitudes and Behaviors and Explanations for the Black-White Suspension Gap, 73 CHILD. & YOUTH SERVS. REV. 298, 301 (2017) (finding cultural difference in expression and communication styles may contribute to disparities in discretionary referral to law enforcement).


83. See Dennis, supra note 3.

84. See ACLU S. CAL, supra note 62 (stating that the number of officers in schools grew from 100 in the 1970s to over 40,000 in 2021).

85. See U.S. SENT’G COMM’N, SPECIAL REPORT TO THE CONGRESS: MANDATORY MINIMUM PENALTIES IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 7–9 (1991), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/137910NCJRS.pdf; AM. PSYCH. ASS’N ZERO TOLERANCE TASK FORCE, supra note 62, at 854 (“There is no evidence, however, that zero tolerance has increased the consistency of school discipline.”).
policing theories, proponents of zero tolerance policies argued that criminally charging students with minor infractions was necessary to maintain order in urban communities. As with the “War on Drugs,” people of color, especially Black children, were disproportionately targeted with harsh punishments.

Andrea Dennis’s research on the criminalization of children focuses on the late 1980s and 1990s and the proliferation of laws allowing for children to be charged and adjudicated in adult criminal courts. Violence by children, especially children of color, was aggrandized by national media during this time. The idea of children as uniquely vulnerable and capable of rehabilitation began to recede from the national imagination. Children adjudicated in the adult courts could be subject to the same penalties as any adult prosecuted for similar charges. Simultaneously, state and local criminal codes ballooned and expanded to create crimes that could technically be charged in instance of typical child behavior. Dennis provides examples of students charged with crimes for “throwing pebbles across a train track at each other” or a teenager refusing an officer’s demand to comply with a local code prohibiting people from wearing a hoodie. This expansion of criminal codes into minor infractions leaves children who are likely to be the subject of policing vulnerable to potential charges for low-level misbehavior-based charges.

B. Law Enforcement in Schools

One response to concerns about safety and order in schools during the 1990s was an increase in the presence of police officers. The school safety officers, as they are most often known, are police, or police analogous, and they maintain a presence in the school. Often this includes officers stationed daily at one school, with their own designated work areas. Schools with fewer financial resources, whose students need school to be a support system the most, rely on policing the most. A 2019 report found

86. See Ofer, supra note 82.
88. See Dennis, supra note 3.
89. See id.
90. Increased amount of school safety officers also followed mass shootings at schools. WHITAKER ET AL., supra note 69, at 39.
92. Id.
that 1.7 million students were in schools with police but no counselors.94  

Expectedly, research has shown that students without access to school-based mental health providers fare worse.95 The lack of mental health resources furthers reliance on police to manage student conduct.96 And when police officers are tasked with managing student infractions, discipline is increasingly outsourced to criminal courts.97 Within the U.S., law enforcement is presented as a cure-all to an array of disruptions to order. But officers cannot monitor, treat, or mediate in the same manner as school counselors. Unlike school counselors, their job is not to provide alternative resources for students and teachers in need of emotional support. Police officers are trained to use the traditional aims of policing—interrogations and compiling evidence for prosecution, which are different than what is often appropriate to manage infractions in school settings. The decision to allow school order infractions to be captured in the lasso of law enforcement is not a problem of policing, but an indictment of societal priorities, prioritizing the perception of safety over nurturing healthy adolescent development and investments.98

Schools are meant to be nurturing.99 This is particularly important for students who have traumatic experiences.100 The assumption that law enforcement ensures safety presumes a life experience free from police harassment or antagonistic police-community relations. Police officers’ presence in school is one manifestation of intense surveillance children also experience in their neighborhoods to overpolicing with school—eliminating the sense of safety and security necessary for children to thrive.101 Police in schools can result in heightened tension and psychological stress. The American Psychological Association reports stressors associated with police officers in schools, particularly for students of color.102 Rather than feeling safer, many students feel at risk of a negative interaction.103 In a

94. The addition of school-based mental health providers results in less disciplinary measures and fewer suspensions and expulsions. WHITAKER ET AL., supra note 69, at 4.
95. Without adequate support, students with existing mental health concerns are four times more likely to drop out of school. Id. at 6.
96. WHITAKER ET AL., supra note 70.
97. Theriot, supra note 93, at 281.
101. Studies have indicated that Black boys report higher stress and worse performance outcomes in schools with police officers. AM. PSYCH. ASS’N ZERO TOLERANCE TASK FORCE, supra note 62, at 889.
102. AM. PSYCH. ASS’N ZERO TOLERANCE TASK FORCE, supra note 62, at 890.
103. Id. at 872.
testimony before the US Commission on Civil Rights in 2012, Edward Ward, a youth leader in Chicago, described the presence of police in his school. “I felt constantly in a state of alert, afraid to make even the smallest mistake . . . . I felt like I could not go to them for general security issues because I would first be interrogated before anything would get done.”

Officers in schools often default to the training they have received for law enforcement among unknown adults on the street. Some are contracted through independent police agencies for schools. Others are contracted through security firms. They may also be contracted officers from the city police agencies. Even the independent policing agencies draw from a pool of people trained as police, not student health workers. Officers are allowed to investigate accusations against students and initiate criminal charges against students, including nonviolent, misdemeanor offenses. Studies show that school officers underuse de-escalation tools, even when trained to do so, in regular street encounters.

The presence of officers escalates typical misbehavior into criminal offenses. In schools, many continue to employ blunt, street encounter tactics against children. These uses of force are not race-neutral. As in the outside world, students of color, particularly Black students, are targeted by more invasive forms of school policing, such as the use of restraints, in school arrests and criminal charges. Black girls across the country were four times as likely to be arrested in schools.

Studies demonstrate that the presence of school resource officers (SROs) is correlated with enhanced referrals to the legal system. Where officers are handling reports of misbehavior, they often view them through the lens of potential violations of the law—even minor violations of the law.

The number increases to eight times more likely in North Carolina, Iowa, and Michigan.

106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id.
110. See Nance, supra note 106, at 993–96; Dennis, supra note 3, at 11.
112. See Henning, *supra* note 1, at 441.
113. The number increases to eight times more likely in North Carolina, Iowa, and Michigan.
115. Texas’ School-to-Prison Pipeline: Ticketing, Arrest & Use of Force in Schools: How the Myth of the “Blackboard Jungle” Reshaped School Disciplinary Policy, TEX. APPLESEED 68 (Dec. 2010). Bexar County found that half of juveniles in the juvenile justice system had been referred by school safety officers. Id.
“constitute crimes.”

Issues with behavioral codes are not viewed as a health crisis, developmental frustration unique to an age group, or the effect of a disability. Infractions are viewed as crimes. Where officers engage in an investigation, their findings can lead to actual criminal prosecution. Their role is to enforce the law and initiate proceedings against those that violate it.

Students who are in schools with officers and are involved in a prosecution are at a distinct disadvantage. Being charged with a misdemeanor in school puts one in a relatively worse position procedurally than an adult on the street. Educational files, information about their entire lives, are within reach of the prosecuting officers. Safety officers may be privy to student records, enhancing bias and allowing for deep and invasive prosecutorial discovery. Officers who work in the school have close and continued contact with potential witnesses, such as teachers, administrators, or other students. Police may gather unfavorable statements from students under investigation and demand the surrender of physical evidence. They also have continued access to accused students and may surveil students with pending cases. Their privilege as someone in between a school staff member and street-level police officers works to the advantage of the prosecution.

The roles of school police involve conflicting goals between school staff charged with protecting students and, on the other side, agents of the state, witnesses, and investigators for prosecutions in criminal courts. Students in school are prosecuted for crimes that would be unlikely to draw the attention of law enforcement outside of school. As a result of prosecutions, they may be excluded from schools, prosecuted with the assistance of staff at their schools, tagged with stigmatizing labels, and face lifelong consequences. All of these factors permanently disrupt the sense of safety and trust students need to learn and succeed.
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C. School Order Misdemeanors

Despite violent, serious crimes serving as the justification for police officers in schools, it is not accusations of these sorts that make up the crux of student referrals to the criminal legal system. The majority of children charged with crimes at underresourced schools are not accused of dangerous offenses. Students are charged with crimes related to standard school discipline and low-level misdemeanors. The increased use of order-related criminal statutes in school discipline has drastically increased the number of students who are subjected to the criminal legal system.

Misdemeanors related to school order can be divided into two categories. First are school order crimes—also known as “school disturbance laws”—which have been specifically crafted for students. In 2015, “school disturbance” laws were the number one reason children in South Carolina entered the criminal justice system. As of 2016, twenty-two states had penal code provisions specifically targeting school order. An example of this is the charge of “disruption of school” or “disruption of class.” Reports indicate that these charges are levied against 10,000 students a year in the U.S. Order-related misdemeanor charges often present First Amendment freedom of speech and freedom of assembly concerns. The school disturbance laws may also be unconstitutionally vague, failing to make clear which order-related behavior is or is not a crime.

The second category of order-related crimes are not legislated with schools specifically in mind. Students are commonly charged with order-related misdemeanors applicable to the public. Regularly, students face misdemeanor charges for disturbances of the peace. Examples of these offenses include disorderly conduct, simple assault, and petit larceny.
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Often these charges appear more severe than or as a distortion of the underlying allegations. Objecting to a school officer’s treatment of another student or filming an encounter with a school officer may result in a disorderly conduct charge.\textsuperscript{132} Picking up a 65-cent milk carton, for instance, may result in a theft allegation and juvenile court summons.\textsuperscript{133} Throwing skittles yields an assault charge.\textsuperscript{134} These are the infractions that, in previous generations, would have been handled internally by administrators. Instead, due to the presence of officers in schools and reliance on administrators on police, children are charged with crimes.

More subjective, order-related misdemeanors involve the most police discretion and show the most disparate impacts.\textsuperscript{135} Much scholarship has centered on the disproportionate impact of discipline on different demographics of students. In fact, empirical studies have shown that racial disparities in reporting students to law enforcement are at their highest for subjective, rather than mandatory, reporting.\textsuperscript{136} Children of color are met with responses at the higher end of the discipline spectrum, including criminal charges.\textsuperscript{137} LGBTQ youth also disproportionately receive severe disciplinary consequences.\textsuperscript{138} Referrals to law enforcement have been aligned with income.\textsuperscript{139} As a study of IDEA regulations indicates, despite federal ADA requirements, students with disabilities are most likely to face serious school discipline.\textsuperscript{140} Criminal legal interventions in schools replicate the vulnerabilities to criminal law enforcement that exist on the street.

Often, students prosecuted in schools are less likely to realize that a real criminal charge is being initiated, investigated, or pursued. The students may be arrested at school, or, more commonly, issued tickets ordering their

\textsuperscript{132} Henning, supra note 1, at 444.
\textsuperscript{136} Heise & Nance, supra note 91, at 730–31.
\textsuperscript{137} Further, over 50% of students who were involved in school-related arrests or referred to law enforcement are Hispanic or African-American. Id.
\textsuperscript{139} LINNEA NELSON, VICTOR LEUNG & JESSICA COBB, ACLU CAL., \textit{The Right to Remain a Student} 3 (2016), https://www.aclunc.org/docs/20161019-the_right_to_remain_a_student-aclu_california_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/X4WQ-T4RX].
\textsuperscript{140} WHITAKER ET AL., supra note 69, at 5.
appearance in court to face charges. Their daily proximity to law enforcement results in the collection of evidence against them. The power dynamics that exist within the school easily transfer to the criminal prosecution. Police and administrators—members of the prosecution team—are the very authorities that students have learned to obey. In fact, students are legally obligated to submit to their authority every day of the week. The inversion of trust relationship in a prosecution against a student leads not only to convictions, but also internalized psychological harm.

To understand the danger of criminal legal interventions into school order, we can use the example of Student A. A high school student, was accused of snapping another student in the back with her pencil. The teacher sends A out of the classroom to the administrator. If there is a police officer present in the school, the administrator may opt to directly refer A to the officer to manage the infraction. That delegation of discipline then exposes A to criminal law interventions. The presence of police in school managing discipline means administrators no longer have to deeply consider referring these infractions to outside law enforcement. Where, prior to zero tolerance policies and police in schools, an infraction like A’s would warrant a warning or school-based discipline, she could be charged with a crime.

The school police officer might be biased if they are familiar with A as a student known for emotional outbursts, disruptions, mischievousness, or poor grades. School police are affected by biases based on a student’s identity. Those internal judgements could affect the police officer’s discretion in deciding to charge A with a crime. In a jurisdiction with school-specific order offenses, A might have faced a “disruption of class” charge. Alternatively, A might have faced a charge for disorderly conduct or a misdemeanor assault. The investigating officer has daily access to A, without an attorney or parent present. As a school safety officer, they may call A into their office and ask questions that they mold into a damning statement. School police are a daily authoritative presence for other students, including the students they call upon as witnesses. They have
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access to student performance files. As A faces charges, the most damning evidence against her is potentially collected in her school.147

D. Students in Criminal Courts

Charging a student with a crime can have an immediate traumatizing impact on a student’s life. School police, like all police, are not prohibited by the federal constitution from arresting a student in school, even if the ultimate charge does not include jail as a penalty.148 Police officers have discretion to arrest a student in school for a school order misdemeanor.149 Studies have demonstrated that police use that ability to a disproportionate disadvantage of Black and Latinx students.

If arrested, the student will be detained by an officer, restricting their ability to move freely. At this moment, the student loses control of what will happen to them next. The student may not have the chance to make a phone call home to update guardians or ensure someone from home is monitoring their safety.150 The officer will search the student’s clothing. They may have already done a search of the student’s lockers and belongings.151

That student will then face a long walk, handcuffed, through the hallways of the school, past classroom windows, and out to a patrol car.152 The student will likely be seen by their teachers, administrators, and other students—all people whose input and opinion are likely to hold an outsized impact on the student’s confidence and comfort in school.153 After leaving school, a student may be completely isolated, cut off from family and the teachers and administrators who have been entrusted with their care.154 The student who is arrested will be transported to a police station or detention center.155

Locked in a cell at a precinct or center, the student will have little sense of what process will follow.156 The student may be held with other people accused of crimes, including, depending on the student’s age, more mature adults.157 Jails may flag Immigrations and Customs Enforcement if the
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student is not a U.S. citizen, potentially leading to proceedings as severe as deportation and removal.\textsuperscript{158}

As with any criminal charge, the student could be held until a judge or magistrate decides to release or lock up the student while their case is litigated.\textsuperscript{159} Many students will not be brought before the judge for some time, resulting in overnight stays imprisoned in holding cells.\textsuperscript{160} Isolated, without the opportunity to speak to family, or, in many instances, an attorney, the student is likely to be intimidated by their appearance before a judge.\textsuperscript{161} If the judge decides to hold a student unless a bail or bond is set, the student may remain imprisoned in jail as the case is adjudicated.\textsuperscript{162} This makes it a coercive environment for students to take a guilty plea their first time in front of the judge.

Police officers may issue citations in lieu of making arrests as an initiation to criminal charges. For a student lucky enough to avoid arrest, the first time in front of a judge will be the date set for a criminal court appearance on the citation. Citations, also known as summons or tickets, are deceptive. Tickets to appear in court on low-level charges appear to be fairly innocuous, no more serious than a traffic offense, which originate in the same courtrooms. Students can easily misgauge the significance of the ticket. Because the charge appears in the form of a ticket, the student may not recognize what is at risk should they not attend court. A student who remembers the date and wants to make a court appearance will still be dependent on adults to get there: guardians to help them get to court and expressed permission of school authorities to miss school for court.\textsuperscript{163} For those who miss, courts will issue warrants. These warrants emerging from citations can become additional reasons for an arrest. In some instances, students have been arrested in school, for missing court dates . . . because they were in school.

Young litigants are most in need of counsel and assistance in navigating court. The misdemeanor legal system, in particular, often lacks protections for people charged with crime. Misdemeanor litigants are commonly denied the right to counsel and are encouraged to quickly resolve charges, yet the charges still result in detriments to students charged with order-related

\textsuperscript{159} See, e.g., \textit{Ending the School-to-Prison Pipeline}, supra note 104.
\textsuperscript{160} \textit{Id. at} 23.
\textsuperscript{163} Many public defenders can attest to drafting excuse letters for clients who were high school students to take back to school after criminal court.
infractions. Students of color are even more likely to be treated as adults or not have benefits from concession related to their young age.\footnote{See Henning, supra note 1, at 416, 425–26.} The consequences may be acute and immediate, such as detention on bail, or appear later in life, such as dealing with debilitating criminal records.

Depending on the jurisdiction, students may be charged in adult or juvenile courts. Jurisdictions differ in how children are adjudicated in adult court with criminal convictions. Ultimately, the jurisdiction’s age of adult misdemeanor liability determines where accusations against a child will be heard. The age for adult liability for misdemeanor offenses varies across states. Many states permit children to be prosecuted in courts of local jurisdiction, such as municipal and justice courts.\footnote{The training materials for municipal court judges in Texas includes a special subsection entitled “Passing the Paddle.” This section covers adjudication of youth referred by school to the local criminal courts for low-level misdemeanors, most commonly school disciplinary infractions like disorderly conduct, disruption of class, and assaults based on touch of another. The “paddle” analogy signals the misalignment but is insufficient in describing the insidious impact on criminal court referrals for youth. See Nolan Anderson, Randy Kreider & Kristen Schell, Injustice in the Lower Courts: How Municipal Courts Rob America’s Youth (2019); Cathy Riedel, Civil Jurisdiction in the Municipal Court: Evolving or Mutating?, 21 J. Tex. Mun. Cts. 1 (2012).} In nearly every state in the country, the age for adult liability is eighteen or younger.\footnote{Anne Teigen, Juvenile Age of Jurisdiction and Transfer to Adult Court Laws, NAT’L CONF. ST. LEGISLATURES (Apr. 8, 2021), https://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/juvenile-age-of-jurisdiction-and-transfer-to-adult-court-laws.aspx [https://perma.cc/VH53-DSMW].} That means that almost everywhere, high school students older than eighteen will automatically be processed in an adult criminal legal system for order-related crimes.

The implications of adjudication in juvenile court are not necessarily better. The laws that bring a child into the juvenile courts are more expansive and include many family law or juvenile codes as well as penal code provisions. Courts are not bound by the same procedural protections as adult criminal courts. It is also true that many of the adverse consequences students face in adult court proceedings, such as warrants, arrests, and records, may be present in juvenile court proceedings.\footnote{See Henning, supra note 1, at 439.} Often, juvenile courts aggrandize charges that may appear minor in adult criminal courts.\footnote{Id. at 444.} Juvenile court determinations that a child has engaged in a crime result in delinquency findings rather than convictions. The determinations may not be formal convictions, but can have similar adverse consequences. These determinations should also be considered for their harmful impacts.

In adult misdemeanor court, a plea or finding of guilt will be deemed a conviction. A conviction on a misdemeanor charge can result in a permanent criminal record. Despite the lifelong consequences of a conviction, defending oneself against misdemeanor charge in court is difficult. This
difficulty magnifies the impact on students from financially limited backgrounds. Most court-involved children do not have lawyers. Without money to hire an attorney, many students will be left in court alone to defend themselves against state or local charges. The mother of a child in Texas, accused of pushing another student during a mutual, brief confrontation and charged with assault, wrote to the state representatives: “We go to court Thursday, March 16, 2006 at which time we will plead not guilty. We cannot afford a lawyer and will pursue this as best we can.”

State and local misdemeanor courts are also the courts where it’s most likely that young people will have no attorney to assist them. Many students facing order-related misdemeanor charges are not assigned attorneys. Often states view their obligation to provide counsel as limited to people facing or sentenced to jail time—which is not necessarily the case for many order-related misdemeanors. Even where counsel is required by law, reports show in many states and localities, judges do not provide attorneys to defendants in misdemeanor cases. A related problem is that in many places, public defenders, as well as private attorneys, are expected to maintain high caseloads of misdemeanor cases, leaving them limited time to invest scarce resources in clients facing less serious charges.

Criminal court is very difficult to successfully navigate alone. Many people without attorneys bend to the demands of the prosecution or the implied pressures of the court. Younger litigants are more likely to be vulnerable to these pressures and less likely to fully understand the implications of decisions before the court. They may experience pressure to resolve the case quickly, rather than return to fight charges at future court dates. School disturbance laws may present constitutional issues, but arguing the unconstitutionality of charges requires a party to submit pretrial
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motions before the court. The pro se student would have to request all discoverable evidence from the prosecutor. Going all the way to trial pro se is even more daunting, requiring knowledge of obscure rules of evidence and procedure that would not be evident to nonlitigators. A pro se litigant at trial would have to be prepared to select a jury, file motions in limine, provide testimony, appropriately call witnesses, and cross-examine witnesses, including police officers. They would have to know how to appropriately give an opening and closing argument. They would need to preserve issues for appeal. It is outrageous that any pro se nonlegal professional can carry this workload. It is unthinkable that a student might be required to do this to in order to obtain an acquittal on charges.

Going to trial is not the only path that requires professional assistance. Taking a plea or making a decision on whether to go to trial requires some information on how the conviction might affect the student. The consequences that follow an adjudication are hard to absorb. Legal jargon is not easy to understand. Some active judges may go out of their way to use more accessible terminology for young litigants, but even that has its limitations. Criminal court can be an intimidating atmosphere; its language, power structures, and symbolism can make it hard to process. Students may be unaware of obligations or underestimate the consequences of failing to meet the court orders. Disproportionate numbers of students with disabilities are subjected to this process, which means that some students will have significant communication and comprehension barriers to comprehending the system and their position in the process. A host of factors that may already complicate life for students can be critical in how students will manage court orders and the consequences of criminal court processing.

A student may be unaware that a plea of guilty will create a criminal record. They have little context for understanding the obstacles created by
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a record. The consequences may stretch beyond criminal court, into immigration proceedings. The difficulties may present as soon as the student applies for an after-school job or to college. The record may even affect the family’s current housing. Fines and fees will also keep the student within the criminal court system until they have paid or completed alternative terms. If a student does not pay, the debt can affect the student’s access to credit and a driver’s license; it can also result in warrants and possibly lead to additional charges for failure to appear or pay. The complexity of these consequences throws into suspicion an uncounseled student’s guilty plea.

E. Reforms Reducing the Criminalization of Students

Reformers working to change today’s school systems understand that criminalization results in injuries to students. As a result of decades of work by organizers, federal agencies, and school districts, legislative bodies and courts better understand the implications of criminalizing students. Many jurisdictions have started to reform their discipline policies to address the “school-to-prison-pipeline.” Some jurisdictions are examining police in schools, examining in-school arrests, and outsourcing discipline to the criminal legal system. Major reforms have taken place at state and citywide levels to decriminalize, legalize, and critique misdemeanor criminal regulation. Legislators and courts are increasingly attentive to the harms of criminal legal interventions at a young age. Many are interested in reforms that reduce the number of youth in the adult legal system, offer diversion from criminal court, and address consequences of youthful convictions.

These reforms are not a panacea—but rather demonstrate the intersections of systems involved in the criminalization of students. This section seeks to demonstrate how increasing awareness of related harms have led to reforms in these systems.
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1. School Discipline Reform

Huge disparities in school discipline reform exist throughout the country. In some states, school order crimes still exist in the codes. Many other states still prosecute students under typical order-related criminal codes for charges like disorderly conduct. Many localities have reconsidered criminal legal interventions in school discipline. The changes take many forms, including reducing police presence and enhancing mental health resources and conflict resolution programs. Important to this Article are changes that eliminated or modified existing criminal codes and the addition of procedural protections before charging students. These two types of reforms are reflective of changing norms around order-crimes and criminal legal referrals.

Decades of advocacy work on zero tolerance discipline provided the evidence of impact needed to push reform. A number of policy centers, civil rights organizations, teacher organizations, and foundations around the U.S. have advocated for change to these policies. Policy centers, including Appleseed Network and Advancement Project, have emphasized the costs and trauma of criminal law involvement as a schoolchild. Civil rights organizations, such as NAACP-LDF and ACLU, spelled out disparities in application. American Federation of Teachers has issued statements on the interference of criminal law with educational and safety goals. Organizations comprised of families and students affected by the zero tolerance policies, such as the Dignity in Schools Campaign, compiled advocacy guides and participatory research for people to use locally. The groups and affected people made the case for school discipline reform.

In 2014, the Obama administration issued guidance on school discipline. The guidance explicitly addressed, among other topics, charging students in
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school with order-related misdemeanors. Attorney General Eric Holder summarized the administration’s position that “routine school discipline infraction[s] should land a student in a principal’s office—not in a police precinct.” The guidance warned local school districts that they could be accountable for the impacts of needless referrals of disciplinary matters to school police.

Investigations demonstrated that zero tolerance policies, from suspension and alternative school placement to criminal law referrals, disproportionately affected minority students. Longitudinal studies showed that zero tolerance policies have devastating lifelong impacts. The 2014 DOE guidance drew from work across sectors of stakeholders in education. Among their key findings, federal agencies found that schools’ reliance on police rather than mental health service providers expanded the number of children in the criminal legal system. As a legislator swayed by these studies noted, misdemeanor charges “result in denied employment, college applications and scholarships.”

Reforms have had a number of impacts. Recommended reforms related to criminalization of students include: training school staff on appropriate uses of law enforcement referrals, reserving referrals for “major threats,” and maintaining privacy for student educational records and law enforcement access to them. Some states have removed or reduced police presence in schools. Importantly, localities have also modified the criminal code. Local reforms also include procedural protections, like implementing procedural requirements before students can be referred to criminal law agencies. For instance, in Clayton County, Georgia, an agreement among stakeholders outlined a mandatory process, starting with
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a warning, then mediation or conflict resolution before a criminal referral is made.\textsuperscript{210} The reforms have resulted in greater oversight of referral decisions and dramatically fewer children in court for school fights.\textsuperscript{211}

Federal oversight of discipline reform stalled during the DOE’s efforts to overturn the Obama-era guidance under Trump’s Secretary of Education, Betsy DeVos. A 2019 report on school safety issued by the DOE argued that students were not targeted for exclusionary discipline in racially biased ways.\textsuperscript{212} It offered instead an argument that certain students were most likely to receive harsher discipline because they were problem students, and had been referred to discipline in the past.\textsuperscript{213} In contrast to the study conducted by the American Psychological Association, the DOE determined that more exclusionary policies resulted in better classrooms for students of color.\textsuperscript{214}

Despite this reversal of course by the federal agency, demand for reform has pushed beyond Obama-era guidance. Calls for decriminalizing school discipline have been renewed as a result of protests against police violence. St. Paul, Denver, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis are among cities that have voted to remove police from their schools.\textsuperscript{215} Many more are reconsidering their school district’s relationship with police. Among lead advocates for change are some teachers’ unions that would like to see school police funding dedicated to other programming. They make the argument that they cannot ensure student health and safety in schools that rely on police or policing to manage discipline.\textsuperscript{216}
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2. Misdemeanor Reform

Overcriminalization—the proliferation of criminal statutes and reliance on criminal law for public health and safety—has resulted in a multitude of social ills. The public, across the political spectrum, has identified overcriminalization as a contributor to mass incarceration, racial wealth disparities, reduced individual liberties, public health crises, legal consequences of convictions, and unnecessary police interventions. While the era of the “War on drugs” and “broken windows policing” ramped up the number of criminal offenses, current reforms focus on decriminalization—or shrinking criminal legal interventions in society.

“Decriminalization,” as a reform effort, is occurring in many cities and states around the country. As a narrow definition, decriminalization reduces the criminal legal impacts of specified crimes. “Decriminalization” in this sense refers to policies to de-penalize—or protect people from incarceration based on a charge. Decriminalization does not necessarily protect people from being charged with a crime or potential penalties like fees, fines, or community service. Prohibited acts are not made legal, but enforcement, prosecution, or the consequences of convictions are reduced.

Decriminalization certainly affects how students are processed for school order offenses. Where misdemeanors could subject students to jail time, decisions not to incarcerate violators potentially reduced the number of children in city jails. Some localities may encourage policies of citing people for order-related misdemeanors rather than making arrests. Policies to issue citations rather than arrests reduces trauma for students. Decriminalization could reduce the psychological and financial toll of in-school arrests and pretrial detention.

“Legalization,” in contrast to “decriminalization,” involves removing laws from penal codes. It makes specified acts no longer subject to criminal law interventions. Legalization, where it occurs, likely has a more noticeable impact on schools. Many of the order-related misdemeanor charges commonly applied to students already carry little, if any, jail time. Due to the relatively low-level severity of the charges, many schools already defer to citations. Legalization, rather than decriminalization, is necessary to reduce the number of students in court and with convictions.
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Low-level misdemeanors are the most likely laws considered for legalization or removal from the penal code. A few states have removed school order offenses, such as “disruption of class” from the penal code. Then there are legislatures that overhauled school discipline through modification of the criminal code. The modifications affected who qualified for prosecution. For instance, in Massachusetts one could no longer be charged with “Disruption of class” in one’s own home school. This dramatically reduced the number of students in criminal court, though it did not eliminate referral to court for low-level misdemeanor charges.

States and cities have also implemented reforms related to minors. This is reflected in “raise the age” legislation, court-based diversion programs for students, and clearing records for minors. “Raise the age” laws focus on the age for adult criminal liability and increase the age required for processing. In the last four years, five states have passed laws to raise the age for processing in adult criminal court. Nationwide efforts to address the age of criminal liability potentially redirect students from adult criminal courts. For students who are still sent to adult criminal court, many courts operate optional youth courts and diversion programs tailored to students. These diversion courts are idealized as reducing potential consequences from prosecution as students. Finally, many states and localities have recently enacted provisions that allow people to clear from their records
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charges they accrued as minors.  

II. LASTING IMPLICATIONS OF HARM: THE RESULTS OF CRIMINALIZATION

Modern articulations of reparations theory focus less on debt owed from a particular harm and more on repairing within society the lasting harm of injustice.  

Charles Ogletree describes lasting harm as the site where the injury has been most severe, where gaping tears still exist in the nation’s social fabric.  

The harms from criminalization of students are not singular, but rather continuing and multiplicative. Former students around the country, many now adults, are still burdened by the warrants, convictions, and barriers wrought by decades of criminalization practices. Criminalized former students are affected by legal-technical barriers, but also psychological harms and the culmination of lost opportunities. This section distinguishes between types of harms so that they may be correlated to different forms of redress, retroactivity, and reparations.

Young people charged with misdemeanors as students are more likely to be deeply impacted by them. They are most likely to seek and need opportunities in the future that could be hampered by a misdemeanor record. People who were charged with crimes as students enter adulthood with a disadvantage. Among these, as adults they are more likely to have criminal justice contacts; to face higher severity of punishment if they do; to incur debt from fees and fines; and to experience warrants and limitations on accessing employment, licenses, and potentially even housing. I categorize the unaddressed results of criminalization of students in three categories: First, former students may face the trailing effects of open cases, warrants, debts, and other court obligations owed—I call this “lingering cases.” Second, there are consequences that follow convictions and create higher penalties in future incidental criminal law interactions, which I refer to as “stigma of a criminalization.” Finally, I consider “past losses.” In part, this contemplates losses from traumatic moments of criminalization and the inability to progress at a similar rate to noncriminalized peers. Past losses include the psychological and emotional impacts of criminalization on the
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person, loss of access to justice, and loss of access to institutions based on referrals from school to the criminal legal system.

A. Lingering Cases

Criminal charges brought against students do not automatically dissipate as soon as the child becomes an adult or graduates from school.\footnote{237} The charges, warrants, or court obligations may linger on after the student has left school. It is common for students to receive summons for school charges and fail to show up to an initial or subsequent court date.\footnote{238} They may move, switch schools, graduate, or be expelled all without following up with their school-based citation. Years later, upon applying for a driver’s license, or a job, they find that the matter—though seemingly related to a problem in school—did not end as soon as they left school. The open case has resulted in a warrant. In some districts, students cannot have a warrant issued for their arrest—but may face some other civil barrier for open cases.\footnote{239} Students who pled guilty to charges may be on the hook to complete hours of labor as community service.\footnote{240} Alternatively, they may be burdened with outstanding fees and fines related to the case.\footnote{241}

Formerly criminalized students face a number of difficulties in addressing these old cases. Punitive education policies result in greater distrust of authority, future criminal legal interactions, reduced income, and less vocational success—factors relevant to successful completion of old criminal court issues. Due to the barriers of criminalization, many former students will not have economic resources to hire legal counsel to resolve these matters. Similarly, former students may be hampered in their ability to address fees and fines that attach to criminal charges. People with mistrustful relationships with criminal justice may be fearful of re-engaging with courts. Finally, because they were charged as children—people may be unaware of the nature of the charges brought against them, the process, or the resulting court orders.

Students may face new compliance-related charges like “contempt of (court)” and “failure to appear.”\footnote{242} These are charges that states bring against individuals who have not appeared on an arranged court dates or who have not satisfied the court’s orders, including orders related to fees, fines, or community service.\footnote{243} Former students who have not resolved their
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cases may find, years down the line, that they have additional charges. Often, the fees and fines associated with additional cases continue to accrue if unresolved, adding up to a near-insurmountable mountain of debt. Those fees can also translate to warrants, difficulties with obtaining a license, obstacles for employment, or obtaining the credit.

Even in jurisdictions that have undergone school discipline reform, old cases linger. Students with open cases are still expected to address charges that could not be brought against them today. Despite reforms, former students face consequences as though the crimes or disciplinary practices were still good policy. Hard-fought reforms may have prevented further expansion of criminal legal interventions in schools, but the “school-to-prison pipeline” lives on in open criminal court cases against former students.

B. Stigma and Legal-Technical Harm of Criminalization

The purpose of designating a behavior as a crime is to apply the stigma of criminal law to the person who has committed the infraction. The deep impacts of stigma on criminalized former students has often been ignored. Technical legal barriers based on a past conviction create hurdles to attaining basic necessity for individual security: employment, housing, security in parenting rights, and citizenship. Former students who have experienced criminal legal interventions have criminal labels attached to them. As long as a record of a criminal legal intervention exists, consequences follow solely due to the stigma of conviction. It is well-documented the extensive ways criminal legal stigma create obstacles for people in attempting to attain stability and security.

Where cities and states have implemented reforms, school order-related charges on records are a reflection of past norms and practices. An employer who reviews a former student’s criminal records has very little information about the problems of zero tolerance discipline. The employer is often left with an outsized impression of the offense charged, particularly because the name of the crime charged may be misaligned with the actual act. One might not expect, for instance, that the student charged with assault had been charged as a result of throwing skittles. Or, in another example, that a disorderly conduct conviction was a result of arguing with a school police officer. Former students face not just the stigma of a record created in
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schools, but also a record that exaggerates the seriousness of the infraction.²⁴⁹

The consequences that follow a criminal legal intervention are significant. Even cursory interactions with the criminal legal system have lasting repercussions.²⁵⁰ “Criminal legal interventions” may include arrest or citation, which create a criminal record even without a resulting conviction. Dropped prosecutions, dismissals, and acquittals may all appear on a former student’s criminal record. Even students who have fought their cases and are acquitted maintain records.²⁵¹ Students who cannot be lawfully prosecuted, and have charges dropped, face the impacts of a record.²⁵² The reality is that many students are unable to fully litigate their charges and opt for a plea.²⁵³ Convictions for order-related misdemeanors are the most easily discoverable and impactful outcome of cases against students. An abundance of scholarship documents the ways that convictions, even conviction for misdemeanors, can create series of barriers for people.

Records are easily searchable on the internet; even when they are meant to be sealed, they often remain accessible on outdated websites. The use of records pervades multiple aspects of people’s lives, creating technical legal barriers. Scholars have outlined the string of potential consequences that can follow a conviction.²⁵⁴ The basic necessities for human security can be affected by a criminal conviction. A person with a record may have difficulty finding housing. In fact, a family’s current housing can be at risk if a child in the family is convicted of a crime.²⁵⁵ Employers are likely to enter job applicant names into a record search and may see any visible records. Even a misdemeanor record can make finding gainful employment difficult. A lack of employment can be detrimental to health in a society that requires employment to meet needs like quality health care.²⁵⁶ People with school order charges on their records may have to explain them adequately to pass licensing boards. Past criminal legal interactions are used against individuals in custody determinations.²⁵⁷ Banks and lenders may find people
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ineligible for loans, including based on records. Even visiting your child in school may be affected by the existence of a record.

Convictions also cause barriers for accessing higher education. Applications to college may be complicated by misdemeanor convictions. Convictions may affect whether a student is eligible for financial assistance. For first-generation students, loans are critical for post-secondary opportunities. Students may be barred from participating in sports, another potential pathway for many students to fund education.

Crucially, the impact of a record can have devastating consequences on individual liberty. If a former student is accused with a crime later in life, the misdemeanor conviction from school can make them eligible for an enhancement to more severe charges or a more serious sentence. For students with immigration concerns, a misdemeanor allegation alone may result in denial of citizenship, removal, or deportation.

C. Past Losses

There are lasting losses to former students that are distinct from technical legal barriers and consequences. Arrest in school and criminal charges resulting in a criminal record, let alone a record that includes seemingly concerning charges, can create serious difficulties. The presentation of these obstacles as distinct barriers to manage can overlook the unified experience and damage to society broadly.

Connecting consequences of criminal legal interactions to deeper losses for a generation of former students is an important precursor to thinking about redress. Positioning harm as legal technical harms results in only legal technical solutions. For instance, if convictions bar someone from obtaining housing, a technical solution includes removing the conviction or prohibiting housing discrimination due to criminal convictions. Disparate legal technical solutions cannot fully encompass the harms to individuals and communities from accumulation of legal technical harms and other forms of loss.
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For decades students have been affected by policies criminalizing school discipline. Many communities have been disproportionately impacted by these policies. Non-technical forms of harm include: psychological losses, loss of access to advancement through educational institutions, loss of access to justice through legal institutions, and generational and community-wide loss.

1. Health Impacts

There is no singular, essentialized experience of criminalization as a student. However, many former students report long-term psychological harm from criminalization. The impacts are related to the experience of criminalization as a student or the difficulties of living with barriers due to a criminal record. These types of impacts are harder to document, though social science studies have correlated criminalization and psychological harm.

Criminal legal interactions have a negative psychological impact on students. Studies demonstrate that low-level interactions can result in experiences of powerlessness and alienation, depression and anxiety, causing people to experience “an emotional tailspin.” Students are even more “developmentally susceptible” to the effects of criminalization. Criminalized students may face in-school arrest, use of force, referral to criminal courts, imprisonment, and judgement. Among the impacts that the APA reports for criminalized students are “alienation, anxiety, rejection, and breaking of healthy adult bonds.” These impacts could result in emotional impacts that can plague an individual for life.

Social scientists and advocates have traced some of these impacts to what they call “identity threat.”
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is the stress that emerges from the expectation that one will have to confront negative stereotypes. Labeling Black culture as dangerous, some education theorists note, is one manifestation of the systematic oppression of Black people and the working class. Several former students have described stress from being identified as problem or at-risk students. The theory of identity threat posits that in addition to stress, those under threat manifest a vigilance in experiences of the threat—a strong awareness of when and by whom the label may attach. Students in this situation may experience diminished trust and enhanced insecurity. For students experiencing labeling as a criminal through zero tolerance discipline, it can “depress cognitive functioning and emotional well-being,” “enhancing the sense of not belonging.” This may have a recursive impact on the negative label, in that students under threat may manifest the stress in a way that may be uncritically interpreted by the school as justifying the label. Another qualitative study of families of criminalized students found that the students’ families also expressed psychological distress from their children being routed to criminal courts from school. Among impacts, families described psychological distress, including stress, isolation, and fear.

The stigma of record alone can result in pain and embarrassment. In addition to the harm from criminal justice interactions, there can be psychological consequences to experiencing barriers related to a criminal conviction. Problems criminal records present with finding a job, for example, have been linked to experiences of depression. Similarly, debt incurred by insurmountable court fees and fines has been recognized as a source of stress that causes physical as well as psychological manifestations. Living fearful of warrants, debt, and accessing major institutions in society result in a lowered quality of life. These are continuing forms of harm that former students experience, even after their case has resolved.
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Psychological harm is more than ephemeral. For example, emotional harm can impact economic and social advancement. A study of people with criminal records seeking employment found that barriers to employment affected emotional well-being.\textsuperscript{280} Importantly, those emotional effects can have recursive impacts, reducing likelihood of successfully securing work further.\textsuperscript{281} For many, the harm of criminalization first levied by schools can impact the trajectory of their economic well-being in life.

Stress related to criminal law interactions also impacts the body. Public health researchers have shown that communities that experience invasive policing report lower self-esteem and higher levels of stress, contributing to the allosteric load on the body, which increases organ deterioration and causes disease.\textsuperscript{282} In some instances, the types of stress caused by these interactions lead to life-threatening disease.\textsuperscript{283} A criminal conviction potentially further negatively affects health. In a recent study of young people with criminal justice interactions, many people self-reported negative physical health impacts of the conviction alone. This included low-level convictions that did not result in incarceration.\textsuperscript{284} Criminalization as a student may be a needless cause of strain on the body that impacts lifelong health.

The consistent barriers presented by a conviction may also have lasting negative psychological impacts on the lives of former students. The difficulties of living with a criminal record may result in physical ailments. Criminalized students may have been doubly traumatized: by betrayals of trust within school and consequences of the criminal legal system. This intersection of trauma is worth further examining in contemplating as a unique type of loss criminalized students experience.\textsuperscript{285}

2. Loss of Access to Advancement through Educational Systems
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According to the APA, the psychological impacts of criminalization as a student can result in lack of trust of authorities. This aversion to state agencies and institutions is rational, especially when authorities who students rely upon work as agents in charging and prosecuting them with crimes. School, for criminalized students, is an adversarial environment. Mistreatment can result in a phobic reaction towards school. While mistrust is warranted, the inability to access public institutions is a detriment. Criminalization deters former students from utilizing state agencies and institutions. Access and familiarity with public institutions is necessary for individual advancement. For students who no longer trust public institutions, criminalization, and the mistrust that follows, can create a barrier to developing free, autonomous, and sustainable lives.

At the outset, criminalization disrupts student relationships with educators. School teachers and administrators provide access to many forms of advancement. Students rely on educators for a host of inroads into post-secondary life. Some of this is the logistical support letter of recommendation or providing school records. School staff also have valuable information on college, training, funding, accommodations, and careers. Educators provide a window into functional adulthood. Students who experience criminalization are less likely to remain in school or seek out this information from educators who want to support them in life beyond school.

Generally, discouraging people from relying on public institutions directly limits their life options. Former students may also be discouraged from seeking out public services that should be available to them. Disenfranchisement can create barriers to licensing and small business support, health services, or housing. Convictions may leave people uncertain as to whether public services and benefits will apply to them. Reduced trust in these institutions and agencies correlates with a reduced likelihood of expecting, and at times, requesting adequate treatment. Relationships with public institutions affected by these criminalizing policies result in cognizable loss of opportunity for criminalized former
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students.

3. Loss of Access to Justice

Criminalized former students similarly are discouraged from relying on justice systems for protection, relief, or defense on their behalf. The experience of unjust criminalization as a student creates its own barriers. Litigants who lack trust in the criminal legal system are less likely to successfully navigate legal systems in life. This is the basis for many reforms focused on “procedural justice.”

Procedural justice reforms center on transparency in legal systems. Proponents of procedural justice correlate transparency, trust, increased compliance, and better outcomes for litigants. Studies of procedural justice reforms have demonstrated that litigants have enhanced trust in the institution and face less severe consequences as a result. Critics of procedural justice may point out that the actual trustworthiness of the court for students is at issue rather than misperceived danger. While the arguments of this Article are aligned with the latter view, procedural justice research demonstrates that lack of trust results in lack of access to justice.

The continued lack of access and trust means that existing avenues for overcoming barriers are less accessible to former students who do not engage with courts. People who want to clear their criminal records, for instance, inevitably have to rely on a court for their remedy. Those who seek orders prohibiting discrimination based on a record, similarly, may have to make their case in courts. The losses experienced individually by former students diminish their ability to repair the harm of criminalization.

4. Generational and Community-Wide Losses

Former students are members of larger family and community organisms. The impact of criminalization in school is not limited to individual students. The barriers imposed on students and losses experienced from criminalization impact their networks. The loss of access to mistrusted institutions can result in reduced provision of services within a family or a community.

Individual limitations caused by criminalization filter into the community’s ability to advance and support itself in communal health.

---
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293. “The harms of injustice are ‘stored not only in individual memories but also in family stories and group recollections’ over time.” Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 40 (quoting JOE R. FEAGIN & MELVIN P. SIKES, LIVING WITH RACISM: THE BLACK MIDDLE-CLASS EXPERIENCE 16 (1994)).
Community may be defined in a number of ways, such as race or LGBT status, identities that lead to increased targeting. Community may be geographically conscribed, such as neighborhoods.294 Studies that describe targeting based on identity groups link criminalization to reduced graduation rates and economic advancement.295 Reports examining the impact of criminalization on students in a neighborhood indicate that the costs of zero tolerance and reliance on criminal legal interventions are higher than efforts at prevention.296 Public health reports indicate that neighborhood psychological health is also affected by overpolicing and may manifest as physiological illnesses. As scholars of communal harm acknowledge, “Psychological healing in this sense is far more complicated when it involves group members suffering collectively. Each individual member may experience injustice differently.”297

Only by addressing the needs of former students can we tackle the intergenerational effects of criminalizing school policies. Children in schools today are parented by people affected by the consequences of zero tolerance-era school policies. Current and future students are potentially affected by legacies of over-criminalization of their families. Children are also impacted by their relatives’ and neighbors’ lowered economic opportunities. Succeeding generations of students will be affected by the injuries to their forebears.298 The barriers to advancement caused by criminalization of former students also affects their advancement.

III. RETROACTIVE POLICIES TO ADDRESS CRIMINALIZATION

Retroactivity, in the legal sense, investigates how to apply our current legal norms to previously adjudicated matters. If today a person acting in the same way could no longer be found guilty of a crime, or garner the same punishment, one might argue that people convicted in the past for that crime should not be subject to punishment. Retroactivity is the means for removing the stigma of a conviction or lifting the punishment. In the investigation of criminalized former students, retroactivity is a way of applying the reformed standards that exist today to the old prosecutions and adjudications. This Article contemplates retroactive policies by officials to
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address criminal records and court costs—the means for undoing the work of the prosecution, the stigma of convictions, the punishment, and the consequences.

Retroactivity is a step beyond decriminalization. “Decriminalization” has been described as an avenue for reducing the scope of the harm of criminal legal systems. Many current efforts at decriminalization target misdemeanor laws. Some of the most prominent changes to address criminalization have been reforms to drug laws, specifically laws prohibiting use and distribution of marijuana. Reasons for the reforms include: changing norms about the prohibited activity, a lack of clarity about implementation, more information about the negative consequences of criminal regulation, and changing acceptance of the appropriateness of these consequences.

The concept of retroactive decriminalization has emerged recently among organizers in cities that have implemented misdemeanor reform. Retroactive decriminalization attempts to address systemic injuries already in place. Those harms are not static, but rather continuing. People continue to face legal technical barriers and losses. Retroactive decriminalization is not just a pathway to address old injuries, but also towards ending continuing harms. Those who call for retroactivity refuse to leave behind people as casualties of the old criminal legal system. Retroactivity for former students does two things at once: it expands existing relief to earlier cohorts of criminalized students and contemplates a completely different form of relief to ease generations of harm.

Proponents of retroactivity argue that the differences of an individual’s position pre- and post-reform can be arbitrary. Nearly all rationale for prospective reforms also applies to retroactive application. Enhanced information about consequences of convictions, changing community norms, and increased visibility of advocates from affected communities all weigh in favor of retroactivity. The person who avoids criminalization after reforms is no different than the person criminalized the day before reforms are enacted. Yet the implications for their lives can be drastically different. If the criminalization is not acceptable for prospective students, then former students should not fester in harms either.

One might argue that retroactive application is more than “reform.”
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Retroactivity is directed towards the original structures of harm. Imagining reforms for future schoolchildren is often more palatable than focusing on adults. The project of decriminalizing school discipline requires us to provide redress to people who do not fit narrow narrative models of people “deserving” support. Since criminalization as a student enhances future criminal legal interventions, former students may have criminal records. Criminalization leads to diminished employment and reduced housing options. Many former students may be cast as lacking ambition or the desire to advance. Finally, students most likely to receive zero tolerance policies are from communities that experience marginalization and stereotyping as criminally deviant. Attempting retroactivity for former students is a project that forces us towards understanding and confronting systemic barriers. In acknowledging the damage, the retroactive project demands accountability to the human lives affected by the policies. Retroactive decriminalization can be a reckoning project.

Retroactive decriminalization is positioned as something more transformational than traditional criminal legal reform. Advocates have asked for retroactive forms of relief to address casualties of criminalization within U.S. communities. These measures are directed at executive and legislative bodies, rather than traditional, judicial torts-based restitution and remedies. In the aftermath of marijuana decriminalization and legalization, many communities have asked for more than just a change in laws prospectively. Recent social movements have also outlined the importance of retroactive decriminalization. The Movement for Black Lives calls for “retroactive decriminalization” to divert local money from criminal law to community health and safety. Retroactive decriminalization is distinguishable from usual reforms in that it confronts history and targets systemic insidiousness of the criminal legal system. It deconstructs the work of its institutions as a critical component of building safer and healthier communities.

Informal retroactivity, as described here, contemplates nonjudicial remedies for criminalized former students. This Article does not engage traditional judicial doctrines of retroactivity, or torts-based arguments for
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redress, though retroactive responses to school criminalization and policy reform have appeared in both types of cases. Instead of depending on torts or civil rights based lawsuits, informal retroactivity outlines executive and legislative options for addressing harms to former students.

Retroactivity addressing former students enhances the impact of reform by further reducing barriers for all people that have been targets of criminalization. It includes the use of legal technical and nontechnical solutions to help former students get closer to the envisioned potential of current and future students.

A. Retroactive Decriminalization

Retroactivity is one way to address harms that follow the criminalization of students. Retroactive decriminalization is not necessarily limited to states and cities that have reformed or altered their school disciplinary policies away from criminalization, but it is better paired with such reforms. Justifications for addressing harms to criminalized former students through retroactivity taps into our evolving understanding of adolescent culpability. Arguments for retroactivity also build upon extensive literature on the impacts of juvenile criminal debt and the hidden consequences of misdemeanor prosecutions. The best way to ensure state and city reforms reach former students is for legislating bodies to explicitly address retroactivity. Cities and states can plan for reforms to have retroactive effect by adding specific language on retroactivity for former students.

310. For example, in a case before the Massachusetts Supreme Justice Court, Commonwealth v. Ashe A., the state appellate court grappled with retroactively applying reforms in law to former students. 133 N.E.3d 818 (Mass. 2019). In Ashe A., a student accused of a school order misdemeanor appealed their delinquency finding, requesting retroactive application of reforms. The student was charged with “disruption of school assembly” prior to state reform. Id. at 1005. As the juvenile case was pending, the state law changed, to explicitly prohibiting students from being charged for disruption of their own schools. The student moved to dismiss the charge once the reform passed. The motion was denied by the trial court. Id. at 1006. The appellate court overturned the denial by the lower court, granting the student’s request for retroactive application of the reform and dismissing the delinquency adjudication. Massachusetts’ laws allow for retroactivity application of changes in law when to hold otherwise would be “repugnant to the context of the same statute.” Id. at 1008.

Federal jurisprudence does consider the special status of youth in evaluating retroactivity. See Montgomery v. Louisiana, 577 U.S. 190 (2016) (protections specific to youth sentenced to life without parole in Miller v. Alabama should be applied retroactively). Some of the considerations of courts mirror those of legislatures engaged in reforming school offenses. For instance, the Supreme Court noted evidence that adolescent cognition and decision-making capacity is different from that of adults, they are susceptible to influence, and they are more pliable and open to rehabilitation. See also Kenny, 885 F.3d at 284 (student sues state for “school order law” arrest).
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312. There have been a few efforts to tie student decriminalization legislation to remedial efforts to assist former students. As an example, in Florida, a bill to decriminalize by allowing citations rather than arrests of minors was joined by a bill to expand expunctions for children. That effort eventually failed. Dennis, supra note 3, at 37–39 (arguing that expungement alone is insufficient without decriminalization).
The form of retroactivity depends on the position of the former student. I consider these different cohorts: former students charged with crimes that have since been altered through reforms and former students convicted of crimes in cities and states that have not reformed their charge under the penal code but have otherwise reformed or indicated a desire to decriminalize school discipline. Of these groups, former students convicted of charges that have since been altered through reforms are most likely to find relief through formal retroactivity. Otherwise, students may find retroactive relief in local legislation but are unlikely to have relief individually through formal retroactivity.

Formal legal retroactivity is extremely limited in its scope. In order to receive the benefit of retroactivity, the changes in law have to fit within states’ tests for retroactivity. The cohort of former students who can be assisted through judicial retroactivity is narrow. Petitioners have to have the resources to challenge convictions and sentences. Formal legal retroactivity is not an avenue that currently provides benefits to the large swaths of former students that were criminalized by school disciplinary policies.

When advocates call for “retroactive decriminalization” and “retroactive legalization,” often they are describing something other than formal legal retroactivity. Informal retroactivity describes methods of addressing criminal records that were created prior to decriminalization or legalization. It attempts to give the reforms retroactive impact, even where courts’ retroactivity doctrine would not. As with formal retroactivity, these methods signify that the community’s current moral norms are not in accordance with policies that led to criminalization.

Retroactive policies may include mechanisms for dismissing charges and clearing records. As Professor Deborah Ahrens outlines, cities and states may implement ways to dismiss charges, commute sentences, issue pardons, and expunge prior criminal records related to reformed laws. These forms of retroactive redress assist people in avoiding further punishment and removing the stigma of criminal law involvement that lead to barriers to advancement.313 The 2014 guidelines suggest clearing student records for “students who were treated differently regarding the infraction and sanction imposed” as a remedy for criminalized former students in districts sued for civil rights violations.314 Courts have considered record clearing to be an appropriate remedy for criminalized former students who have sued for civil rights violations after being charging students with order-related
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misdemeanors in school.\textsuperscript{315}

Governors and mayors can clear records as retroactive redress for people with state convictions. The executive branch holds the power of clemency.\textsuperscript{316} Clemency powers allow the executive office to reduce or commute sentences and issue pardons.\textsuperscript{317} Typically, clemency power for many of these school order-related crimes lies with the Governor.\textsuperscript{318} School order crimes are unique from many other crimes in that they are also largely low-level offenses, offenses that may also derive from municipal government codes. Where the charges are based in municipal codes and prosecutions, the clemency power would reside in the mayor’s office.

Commutations reduce the severity of a sentence. Typically, people who are incarcerated seek commutations, requesting freedom. Few former students are likely to be incarcerated solely as a result of a school order conviction.\textsuperscript{319} There may, however, be former students still entangled in some portion of their sentence, such as probation or fees. Commutations can serve to end existing sentences.

Scholars argue pardons are a potentially more effective source of retroactive relief for criminalized former students. Pardons remove the penalties for a conviction.\textsuperscript{320} They operate to reverse the impact of a conviction—often a pardon allows an individual to clear the conviction from their record.\textsuperscript{321} This option has been used as mechanism for retroactive redress of various groups, including conscientious objectors, as norms have changed at various points in our history.\textsuperscript{322} Mass pardons for marijuana misdemeanors have been embraced as an option in Michigan.\textsuperscript{323} It is an appealing option for addressing the barriers former student may face from criminalization. Advocates also emphasize the ease of executive office deciding to issue pardons—much more straightforward that crafting and passing legislation.\textsuperscript{324}

\textsuperscript{315} Kenny v. Wilson, 885 F.3d 280, 284 (4th Cir. 2018).
\textsuperscript{317} Barkow, supra note 316, at 813–14; Ahrens, supra note 28, at 425–27.
\textsuperscript{318} Most school-based misdemeanors are published in the state penal code. Ripley, supra note 2. The executive power lies with the governor. Ahrens, supra note 28, at 425–27; Barkow, supra note 316, at 813–16 (explaining that pardon power lies with the executive).
\textsuperscript{319} Though some people may face higher sentences if their conviction as a student serves as a reason for enhancement or contributes to their criminal history, thus enhancing the sentence. See Barry C. Feld, The Constitutional Tension Between Apprendi and McKeiver: Sentence Enhancements Based on Delinquency Convictions and the Quality of Justice in Juvenile Courts, 38 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 1111, 1157–59 (2003).
\textsuperscript{320} Barkow, supra note 316, at 810; Ahrens, supra note 28, at 425–30.
\textsuperscript{321} Barkow, supra note 316, at 810; Ahrens, supra note 28, at 425–30.
\textsuperscript{322} Ahrens, supra note 28, at 425–430.
\textsuperscript{323} Id.
\textsuperscript{324} There are downsides to relying on executive clemency powers. Executives may shy away from retroactive relief because of political intimidation or fear of reprisal. Since clemency currently
Legislators, at the state or city level, can enact legislation to address barriers to former students. The most popular forms of informal retroactive legalization are dismissal of charges and expungement eligibility. Legislation to dismiss charges aids people who have open cases related to school order charges. Expungement, a court order that removes a criminal record, is the next step for closed cases and convictions.

Expungement statutes differ across jurisdictions. The statutes specifically address what can be cleared—arrests, records from investigations, convictions, and sentences. There is typically language about when it can be cleared or how much time must pass before an individual can apply. Who, or individual eligibility based on age or criminal history, is also determined by statute. In many places, the petitioner must also make some equity argument, describing the hardship of the record and reasons for its removal. Typically, people have to apply for record clearing—it does not automatically occur.

Traditional expungement statutes have their limitations. In some jurisdictions, a person may not be eligible for expungement if they have a more than one conviction. Statutes that are crafted this way are usually drafted with the goal of “cutting a break” for first-time offenses or people with a minor criminal record. This is a different goal than expungement that serves as retroactive legalization. Retroactive legalization expungements should clear school order charges from criminal records, regardless of other convictions on the individual’s record.

Retroactive decriminalization of former students requires that expungement be expanded to encompass the goals of discipline reform. Affected people should not lose expungement eligibility based on their criminal record. School order-related misdemeanors should be cleared from their records because they were unjust. Finally, expungement should extend...
to cases that are a consequence of school order prosecutions, such as “failure to appear” charges or enhancements to other charges.

Cities and states engaged in marijuana reform serve as a model of this form of retroactive legalization. California legalized marijuana in 2016, and Proposition 64 made convictions eligible for expungement. The city of Los Angeles, invested further in retroactive legalization. The city formed plans to automatically dismiss existing charges for marijuana possession and clear records. The city’s marijuana reforms offered prospective legalization and retroactive relief. City officials worked with an organization to develop an algorithm to find all records of arrests and past convictions for marijuana possession and related charges. The legalization measures attempted to equitably address charges and convictions and their impact on formerly criminalized people.

Automatic dismissal and expungement is a critical component of retroactive mechanisms. Criminalization disenfranchises individuals. It leaves people vulnerable to future interactions. People who have been harmed by the criminal legal system are less likely to rely on the system for relief and may want to avoid drawing attention to themselves. Requiring individual applications also excludes people who are not aware of the change in law. Many people, particularly those who have had employment options limited by records, may lack resources to apply for relief. Instead, when school discipline is decriminalized, it should be accompanied by expungement legislation which makes expungement and removal of the record automatic. Retroactive decriminalization though expungements were included in these efforts, but the important component is that the expungements are automatic. Without automatic expungement, the removal of the record is still a burden carried by the harmed person, rather than the state. By shifting the burden to the states, the project clarifies the direction of harm.
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Restitution for court costs is a yet unexplored area of retroactive decriminalization. As studies on juvenile fees and fine expose, criminal debt can be debilitating for young adults. A true policy of retroactive decriminalization accounts for the expense of protecting vulnerable children in court. Costs include fees, fines, and expenses of legal representation.  

If we position referral of students to criminal courts as an unjust harm—then former students and their families cannot continue to carry the burden of this injury by financing its costs. Studies of juvenile criminal debt in California demonstrated that the costs of pursuing debt were higher than eliminating it. The potential savings from enforcement may contribute to funds for clearing and reimbursing court costs. 

Commutation of sentences, pardons, dismissal, and expungement of charges addresses the legal-technical harm created by a criminal record. None of these can completely erase the stigma from former students. Widespread internet access to records can undermine the effectiveness of record-clearing. In some cases, automatic dismissals or expungements will not undo the technical legal implication of a record—particularly where other criminal justice interventions resulted from school order charges, or where later cases were enhanced in severity or sentence. Finally, dismissals do not undo potential costs related to fees and fines already paid. It does not address the costs of attorney fees related to the charge. 

The lessons of marijuana reparation offer a guide for statutes to effectively decriminalize school discipline. Retroactive measures are best incorporated into the original reform. Below I offer a model based on reform of “disruption of class” laws. The most straightforward route towards legalization would be elimination of the criminal statute entirely. However, I base this model on reform of the laws in “disruption of class laws in many states,” which prohibit charging students for these crimes in their home schools. A few states such as Massachusetts have included retroactive additions, modifying its expungement laws to cover criminal records from school order prosecutions. 

335. Attorney fees are not negligible, especially for families with constrained resources. However, when considering state restitution for attorney costs, this category of cases in many jurisdictions have lower, set attorney fees than more serious criminal cases. 


Sample Law Addressing “Disruption of Class”

A student may not be charged with this offense if, at the time of the act, the student was in the student’s home school.

All existing charges for this offense at the student’s home school must be dismissed, including those in compliance status.

The state must automatically expunge any criminal record involving this charge at the student’s home school. The state bears the burden of demonstrating that any record for “disruption of class” did not occur at the student’s home school. The student must be notified of the ability to challenge any exception offered by the state.

Attendant charges, such as ‘Failure to Appear’ or ‘Contempt’ must also be expunged.

Students with expunged records may apply for the return of all fees and fines paid in connection to this charge. This includes fees and fines paid for attendant charges.

Students may apply for a return of attorney fees connected with this charge.

Applications for a return of fees and attorney costs shall be made publicly accessible. The state should endeavor to make the application as brief and approachable. Applications should be available in state, county and city courts and court websites.

Legalization and retroactive decriminalizing policies directly open doors of opportunity to affected individuals. These policies allow former students to navigate the world without barriers related to their records.339

Retroactive decriminalization is critical to clear records and decrease future technical-legal barriers for individuals. At times, this clearing of the record makes way for improved psychological health and may repair some of the damage that occurred through decriminalization. Retroactive decriminalization may be included as one goal of a program to repair past harm. As discussed previously, not all continuing injuries to criminalized former students are legal-technical barriers. Reparations programs also address past injury. They expose and investigate deeper forms of harm that have occurred. The two programs can work in concert, as they have in many decriminalizing cities dedicated to clearing the future and redressing deep and systemic wrongs of the past.

B. The Case for Student Reparations

Considering the criminalization of former students through the framework of reparations has benefits for understanding and repairing the harm done to many vulnerable students. The benefits include repositioning moral norms through acknowledgement, an expansion of our understanding by examining ongoing harms to individuals and communities, and varied forms of redress to meet the layers of injuries caused by criminalizing policies and take on social healing.

Criminalization stigmatizes people. Even where there is the will to assist former students, retroactivity does not necessarily indict the systems that criminalized students. A city or state may take on retroactive measures like expungement but maintain a narrative of students as excessively punished deviants. Some narratives may cast former students as at-risk or inexplicably susceptible to criminal legal interventions. In contrast, examining the reparations framework provides a counter-narrative to former students as deviants. Reparations are born out of a systemic wrongdoing, misaligned with modern moral norms. Reparation villainizes the administration of harm rather than the student. The student is recast from deviant to survivor of systemic wrongdoing.

Engaging in public dialogue about the ongoing manifestations of harm is critical to destigmatizing criminalized students and their communities. Very often, communities of color and poor communities are accused of fostering a lack of ambition. Disparities in advancing economically are explained away in insidious ways, often appearing as arguments that the disparities are due to cultural preferences. This narrative creates its own harms, resulting in continued disparate treatment and divestment in affected people. It imposes psychological harm within affected communities. Reparations projects serve to enhance understandings of continuing harm. This understanding of continuing harms that exceed technical barriers is necessary in order to develop programs that address them.

The final goal of enhancing justice and freedom makes reparations both a forward-looking, as well as a backward-looking, endeavor. Some
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scholars have framed reparations as correcting a rightly owed debt.\textsuperscript{346} Scholars who are more critical about applications of reparations argue that the legitimacy, or at least viability of reparations frameworks, rests on their ability to result in some collective good.\textsuperscript{347} That is, a good to those affected that can be construed as a general good to all, including communities that hold more power. Increasing the number of people who are able to attain justice or access freedoms that they were previously systematically deprived of results in a more just, freer society.\textsuperscript{348} Injury-focused constructs of reparations should construe paying the debt as resulting in some future good: greater equality, autonomy, or healing a spiritual wound, for example. One might frame this as a benefit to that society broadly.

“Justice and freedom” is an apt goal for reparations efforts for criminalized former students. If more former students are able to attain justice or mitigate the injuries of criminalization, they will be able to further actualize the lives they seek. Our society broadly benefits by people living healthy lives free from systemic barriers to personal and communal advancement. Defining justice and freedom will have to be done by the people and communities that have been affected.\textsuperscript{349}

Reparations frameworks require robust moral justifications for redress.\textsuperscript{350} Theories of reparations may differ in the frameworks offered. In some reparations frameworks, such as that advanced by Randall Robinson, the moral justifications are centered on harm or unjust enrichment. Other scholars, such as Eric Yamamoto and Charles Ogletree, center social healing as justification.\textsuperscript{351} I focus here on harm and social healing as a basis for reparations.

Advocates for former students might face questions about the moral justifications for reparations for students. Similar questions have been used against other reparations efforts in the U.S. Some critics of reparations for slavery and legalized apartheid have argued that in order to justify reparations, the harm must have resulted from an unjust, as in unlawful, act. They argue that reparations should not be demanded from a “payer” that was not committing a crime.\textsuperscript{352} For instance, they may argue that technically “no crime” was committed against the people formerly enslaved.\textsuperscript{353} The

\textsuperscript{346} Id. at 18 n.79.
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\textsuperscript{351} Ogletree, Jr., supra note 232, at 15–16. Ogletree asserts that Bell’s “interest convergence” theory applies—that unless the reparations goal converges with the interest of white elites, it will not be attained. See id.; Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 15–16.
\textsuperscript{352} See In re African-American Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754, 760 (7th Cir. 2006).
harm they experienced were lawful at the time. Similar arguments have been offered for legalized apartheid in the centuries following slavery.354

Brophy refutes that the act leading to harm has to be unlawful at the time.355 The unlawful act requirement may be an important qualifier for torts remedies. He shifts the question to considering the harm through the lens of today’s norms in evaluating whether it is legitimate. If so, reparations are justified. He dismisses the question of whether the harm was legal at the time that it occurred. Brophy’s definition of harm is more expansive. It incorporates the original instance of harm and continuing losses that have followed it.356 Still, in the case for criminalized students, it still may limit reparations to jurisdictions where reforms have prohibited forms of criminalization of students or where one might argue that the policies constitute a constitutional violation.

Reparations critics often point to the difficulty in ascertaining who committed the harm, and thus, should be the proper payer. Reparations frameworks based on harm and unjust compensation struggle with historical accountings—who were past beneficiaries of the injustice and should be recipients of reparations.357 This is particularly an issue when generations have passed since the original harm occurred.358 Many affected former students are alive and identifiable. The communities most affected by criminalization of students is ascertainable. In defining affected geographic communities, one might look at school criminal legal referrals, local court adjudications, or examine zip codes with a large amount of students affected by zero tolerance policies.359 Studies have identified demographics of students most affected by the policies.360 This data can be used in developing community-based reparations within a city or state.

Later generations of reparations theory focus on repairing within society the lasting harm of injustice rather than debt owed from a particular harm.361 Eric Yamamoto et al. advocate for discovering what reconciliation means to society rather than thinking of a debt owed. Reparations in this framework justifies reparations as a part of common mission of social healing.362 Some scholars find this justification as unsatisfying as a theory that posits that there is a debt that can be “paid.” For some, certain forms of
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systemic racist harms cannot be fully repaired—reparations and healing, at best, can be justified as a symbolic effort. The grant of reparations declares, “You exist. Your experience of deprivation is real. You are entitled to compensation for that deprivation. This nation and its laws acknowledge you.”

C. Reparations Programs Examined

Reparations frameworks have been advanced as a way to repair the decimation caused by the War on Drugs and restore affected individuals and communities. In addition to retroactive decriminalizing measures like dismissal of charges and expunging of records, some states are devising vocational and business programs and carving out benefits specific to impacted individuals and communities. Most recently, reparations projects have centered on marijuana legalization. Analogous arguments for post-criminalizing reparations appear in other forms. For example, arguments for gay reparations in the U.S. consider the impact of laws criminalizing consensual, same-sex activities; profiling of LGBTQ people of color; and the general devastation of criminal regulation of the LGBTQ community. I focus on post-marijuana legalization reparations frameworks here, as they are a very new iteration of reparations programs currently being adopted in U.S. cities and states.

Campaigns leading to marijuana legalization emphasize disproportionality in the arrests, prosecution, convictions, and sentences for people of color. Criminal regulation of marijuana was marked by aggressiveness toward targeted communities and individuals. Decriminalization and legalization of marijuana provide for prospective change in the state’s regulation of marijuana. However, community advocates emphasized that those barriers created by past enforcement would remain even after marijuana was legalized. People and communities that have faced the worst impacts of the War on Drugs are also be less financially

363. Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 37 (“[R]eparations ‘cannot fully “repair” the damage done by racial . . . violence. Nor can reparations “return” a victim or victimized community to the state it would have been in.” (quoting SHERRELYN A. IFILL, ON THE COURTHOUSE LAWN: CONFRONTING THE LEGACY OF LYNCHING IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 241 (2007))).
364. Yamamoto et al., supra note 30, at 37.
able to fully participate in economic development post-legalization. This concern has led many jurisdictions to adopt reparations programs for individuals and communities most affected by the War on Drugs.

Examples of post legalizations discussion include states like Rhode Island, New York, and Oregon and cities like Evanston, IL; Los Angeles; and Asheville, NC. Reparations in each place are formulated differently; their justifications and remedies are varied. Some jurisdictions justify projects based on the external and internal harms levied against the Black community, including the War on Drugs, but also injustices that proceed it: redlining, Jim Crow, lynchings, Black Codes, or enslavement of Black people. Others justifications center on wealth drained from the community during the War on Drugs and diverted elsewhere: to private prisons and supervision companies, prison towns, and promotion of prison slave labor. They focus on reparations as means of recompense, creating, for instance, preferences in developing the weed economy. Reparations post legalizations serve as an opportunity to advance individuals and communities beyond the disadvantages caused by criminalization. Reparations thus enhances justice and freedom broadly in society, justified as a form of social healing.

After legalizing marijuana in 2016, California embarked on a reparations program focused on addressing the impact of marijuana enforcement. The expressed justifications for reparations were divestment in and losses experienced by highly-policed communities. Voters passed a measure to install a social equity program in the city’s marijuana licensing agencies.


CITY OF L.A. CANNABIS REG., supra note 368.

Id.

Id.

equity and social justice related to the commercialization of cannabis.”

The goal of the program was to repair the damage to Black and Brown communities targeted by the War on Drugs. In addition to the acknowledgement of the harm of marijuana regulation, the city embarked upon an important initial phase of its reparations project. The city opened an investigation into the harm of marijuana criminal regulation prior to attempting redress. It later developed a project with the aims of repairing past harm against harmed individuals and affected communities. As I describe later in this Article, those measures have come across significant systemic barriers.

The initial step, investigation into the historic impact of the city’s cannabis regulation, was the development of a “Social Equity Analysis.” The city received a number of recommendations, including detailed proposals for community investment funds and youth counseling centers. After the analysis, the city constructed its Social Equity Program. The goal of the program is “to promote equitable ownership and employment opportunities in the cannabis industry in order to decrease disparities in life outcomes for marginalized communities, and to address the disproportionate impacts of the War on Drugs in those communities.”

With reparations as the goal, the program sought to institute individual and community-wide reparations. Los Angeles developed a plan to streamline licenses to people who “were low-income and had cannabis arrests or convictions on their records.” As an alternative, affected people could request vocational support and job placement. Priority was also given to residents of affected communities, determined by impacted geographic zones. While both programs have faltered, discussed herein, they demonstrated that the locality could, with resources, seek to not just
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legalize and retroactively decriminalize, but work towards social healing and repair.

In Evanston, Illinois, a proposed reparations project funded by the legalized marijuana trade expands beyond the harm of aggressive criminal regulation. Illinois legalized personal use amounts of marijuana in 2019. The state worked to retroactively decriminalize through expungement of a set of eligible offenses. The town of Evanston implemented an Equity and Empowerment Commission. The Evanston city council issued a statement regarding its path towards racial equity in the town, harking back to the history of redlining in limiting opportunity for Black residents. The Commission engaged in a number of public meetings, many of which discussed the history of the town. The goal of the proposed reparations project is to address the wealth gap between the town’s Black and white residents. The Commission’s push for a reparations program to restore historic wrongs has been contentious. The city decided to fund reparations measures through marijuana business taxes after discovering that the marijuana arrest rate for African Americans was five times that of white people in the town. The reparations program that the town envisions incorporates housing assistance grants. These are intentionally community-wide forms of reparations, offered to Black residents who lived in Evanston during 1919 to 1969, and their descendants.

Local reparations projects that follow decriminalization often incorporate an official acknowledgement, followed by an in-depth investigation of ongoing harm and before constructing redress. Proposals for redress are directed towards affected individuals and impacted communities. These initial stages of investigation are a model for reparations projects for students. The reparations project must acknowledge, investigate, and then redress the criminalization of students.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marijuana Legalization</th>
<th>School Order Crime Decriminalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City/State</td>
<td>Los Angeles, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evanston, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law or Policy Before Recent Reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalization and other Reforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marijuana Legalization</th>
<th>Law or Policy Before Recent Reform</th>
<th>Legalization and other Reforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Retroactive Decriminalization
- Automatic Expungement. Los Angeles enlists coding consultants to locate eligible records.
- Automatic Expungement, State Patrol reviewing and submitting records to board.
- Automatic Expungement (see proposed bill, infra p. 1279)

### Reparations/ Public Education
- L.A. Cannabis Regulation Social Equity Analysis
- Evanston Equity and Empowerment Commission
- Hearings and investigation on the impact of criminalization on former students.

### Reparations/ Redress Scheme(s)
- L.A. Cannabis Regulation Social Equity Program: 1) Licensing preference or vocational support to affected individuals; and 2) Licensing preference to individuals from highly-affected neighborhoods.
- Evanston Community-wide benefit: Preference in housing grants, funded through marijuana tax revenue.
- Should include at least: 1) Community-wide benefits to address communal harm, such as community investment programs, training in small business, and community health investment; and 2) Individual benefits to affected former students, such as counseling, educational and vocational opportunities.

---

**D. Investigation of Redress as Applied to Former Students**

The state’s criminalization of students has a profound and lifelong impact. The harm wreaked upon individuals by the state might be remedied
through reparations in a form proportionate to the injury. The effort to offer redress to former students requires initial stages of a reparations project. I argue that in order to determine a path towards reparations, two initial stages should be applied to examination of criminalizing school policies. One is official acknowledgement of the damage created by state sanctioned practices. The second is that harms experienced by former students must be investigated, each locality must examine the dimensions of ongoing damage, and where it was most destructive.

1. Acknowledgement of Unjust State Practices

Generally, acknowledgement in reparations frameworks serves to legitimize narratives of harm and commit the state to change. An acknowledgement can serve several functions. It provides notice to the public, framing the harmful practice as a societal problem. It recruits us all into the project of addressing the unqualified wrong. It can also ease the stigma created by the harmful practice.

Acknowledging and highlighting injuries to former students is a precursor to establishing the needs for reparations. An official acknowledgement and apology can affect the stigma many former students experience as a result of criminal law interactions in school. A recounting of harm and its impact on many vulnerable students may ease the isolation of former student experiences. For some, the acknowledgement may make public institutions more worthy of trust. As former students grapple with old cases, or attempt to move beyond consequences of conviction, acknowledgement may help direct attention to them as uniquely aggrieved members of the community.

Acknowledgement does not require a significant commitment from the state in the form of energy or money. Without additional forms of reparations, it can appear to be “image, no substance.” In some instances, reforms eliminating criminal law from school discipline are a form of acknowledge. In drafting and enacting reforms, legislators often speak of the damaging impacts of criminalization. Those acknowledgements have led to change. There may, however, be a more specific acknowledgement directed towards the many impacts the laws have had on former students.


394. Acknowledgement and investigation of harm are important precursors to assessing community-based reparations. See Brophy, supra note 30, at 835.
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2. Investigation of Ongoing Harm

Investigations and hearings on the losses that former students experience are important components of reparations projects. They assist society in determining the contours of harm and what is needed to redress the damage. Forums for investigation may include truth and reconciliation tribunals, listening sessions, and workshops that are accessible to affected people.\textsuperscript{397} Investigations educate the public and buttress justifications for reparations.\textsuperscript{398}

Centring the accounts of those affected, as in a tribunal, offers the public the opportunity to consider the depth of the injury. Ogletree refers to this as “knowledge redistribution.”\textsuperscript{399} Ogletree argues that knowledge distribution is one of the central goals of reparations, ensuring that society’s understanding of the experience, the record, is informed by those who underwent harm.\textsuperscript{400} Under this theory of knowledge redistribution, states and cities might work with affected people to develop investigations. Ultimately, defining what might address the harm rests on the perspectives of those most affected. Reparations frameworks prioritizes the perspective of affected parties. This is a constant theme through the frameworks, though they may deal differently with the justifications and methods of reparations.

A secondary effect of a public investigation is that it can inspire change in resistant jurisdictions. States and cities that have not moved towards reform have the ability to contemplate the damage to individual and local communities through these policies. Ultimately, the modeling objective of the hearing is to be explicit enough about the harm that jurisdictions will be encouraged to end the ongoing practices as well as consider retroactive redress.

Certainly, forms of examination of these harms have occurred. In 2012, the U.S. Senate held a special session dedicated to the school to prison pipeline.\textsuperscript{401} The United States Commission on Civil Rights also holds updates on the School to Prison Pipeline and reforms in the country.\textsuperscript{402} They
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have not, however, focused solely focused on referral of students to criminal law enforcement for order-related crimes nor have they focused on how to remedy harmed students.

3. Contemplation of Redress: Community and Individual Reparations

Reparations compensation programs come in many forms. One of the central distinctions between forms is whether the compensation is offered to affected individuals or highly-impacted communities. Individuals are the primary source of injury. One might argue that a program to address individual harms is best tapped into the source of harm and has residual impacts on the community. Community reparations programs have a broader, more concentrated impact. They are generally better received than reparations through individual redress. It’s easier to find consensus in using public funds for social support programs, especially where the state controls the use of funds and benefits are available to a whole community. Another question is whether formerly criminalized students specifically should be targeted at all, or if it is enough for reparations to increase resources within communities that affected people may access. I suggest that both individual and community reparations are needed and more viable if explicitly linked together in reparations projects.

Individual redress most directly addresses harms to individuals and communicates the goal of reparations for criminalized students. In this framework, former students who were referred to criminal courts are an identifiable group of affected individuals. The practices they were subjected to are easily verifiable, through court and school records. The depth of harm may differ, from arrest, use of force, incarceration, fines, and age at time of occurrence. These could potentially be taken into consideration and used to justify different forms or levels of redress.

Individual reparations are also important to the communicative function of reparations. They signal that the project is meant to address the specific form of harm that recipients experienced. Often, community reparations projects extend benefits beyond the most directly affected individual. Greater specificity ensures the benefits of reparation are not diluted. The UNHCR warns that collective reparations may not meet the needs of the individually harmed person. There is, the guidance warns, also a recognition problem. The justification for reparations is the recognition of
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a specific harm to an affected person. That recognition is subsumed in collective programs that can only be justified by a vague, generalizable harm to the larger collective.

There is also the reality that community-wide forms of reparations may not reach the intended recipients. If offered at a community-wide level, directly affected and unaffected people are granted equal access. If people no longer live in the community and are not engaged in the proffered services, they received no redress for the harm they have experienced. Even if they are interested in community-wide services, they have to get in line with people who are not primarily affected, and receive a partitioned form of redress as a result. Specificity in redress addresses the unique injury to criminalized former students.

A recent example of this is the Social Equity Program run by Los Angeles’s marijuana licensing agency. The program has faltered, and was eventually temporarily suspended, as the city’s program has been criticized for not reaching its intended beneficiaries. The licensing preferences offered to impacted communities, determined geographically, allows financially resourced newcomers an advantage over residents who lived through the worst of the War on Drugs. Well-funded prospective companies are also able to game the program by hiring affected residents to gain priority licensing, while offering the residents little control over the enterprise.

There is also a concerning dilution of the justifications for reparations when a project is so expansively defined. Legal scholar Verna Williams writes about this in her work on Prince Edward County, Virginia’s reparations program. The racist policies prevented Black students from attending school for five years, driving up illiteracy and limiting job and college opportunities for young residents. The reparation program, offered on a colorblind basis to anyone denied education during those years, does not connect to the intentional harm to Black residents. Its non-specificity regarding race of reparations recipients underplayed the explicitly racist nature of the original harm.
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Community reparations programs have a communicative effect. Offering benefits to communities express the harmful practice had ramifications beyond individual. It points to the systemic nature of the harm and its reproduction of inequality. Cities often have divested from many communities, leaving gaps in necessary services. There are many ways that increased funding, access, and initiatives to drive inclusion can help address obstacles and injuries caused by criminalization. Community-wide grants of reparations more easily connect to the goal of greater justice and freedom in society and healing across society.

This equalizing goal is centered in Evanston’s reparation project, where some of the tax dollars from its legalized marijuana industry are used to assist Black residents in housing, education, and employment initiatives.416 Thus the opportunity would be available to the individuals criminalized by marijuana laws and also their Black neighbors, the broader community that suffered from discrimination.417 If Evanston were to limit reparations to a subset of people denied applications for loans or opportunity to live in the white sections of the town, the group would be smaller. The project would have to be reduced in scope, incorporating fewer partners and narrowing the historic depth of injury that occurred. It would not represent the impact the practices actually had on swaths of people who were constrained by the realities of redlining.

Communities of color and poor districts are the most injured by zero tolerance school discipline policies. Studies have centered on highly impacted zip codes and school districts. Community can be non-geographically defined as well, extending to students of color, LGBTQ students, and others who were the most likely to be targeted through these policies. Some of the harms caused by criminalization are not just individual but filtered into the broader community. A geographic community may face a loss of healthy, sustainable, employed, or formally educated members. A community determined by other identifiers may feel the impact of profiling or stressors related to seeing students with similar backgrounds referred to law enforcement and criminal courts from the perceived safety of school classrooms.

Community-wide reparations alone are unlikely to reach all targeted former students. Together with individual reparations, they can comprise an


important component of a reparation plan. Indeed, the viability of any project may rest on both components being present.

\textit{a. Committing to Recompense}

Critics of reparations programs often jump directly to the practicalities of administering compensation. This Article hopes to make clear that neither the form of redress, nor public will and commitment to it, is possible to gauge without initiating early stages of the framework: acknowledgement and investigation. Critics may not yet see the depth of harm or the value of the reparations. Engaging in these early stages may offer transformational pathways towards repairing harm and advancing society through accountability and greater access to opportunity.

Implicit paternalism drives much of the resistance to engaging affected people and impacted communities in discussions of reparations.\footnote{418} What might be rooted in those concerns is an implicit belief that potential recipients will not know how to use money responsibly. Some may be concerned that the money will not go towards improving the damage incurred by criminalization. These assumptions are often rooted in classist and racist assumptions about the personal failings of individuals or communities that have not ascended to higher socioeconomic status. Reparations projects should directly address these assumptions. In their restorative function, reparations should tie these moral assumptions to the targeting of students as criminals. The work, then, is to enhance public understanding of the harm as a part of inspiring confidence in the project.

A central goal of reparations to Black communities has been financial, a hope that reparations will economic self-determination.\footnote{419} Aiyetoro identifies self-determination as a potential goal of reparation movements, the ability to develop according to one’s vision of a sustainable life.\footnote{420} The provision of funds can allow people to access material items to help them live the life they define as healthy. As the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission found, without economic justice, “there can be no healing or reconciliation.”\footnote{421} Affected individuals and communities may note a number of ways that reparations programs can address harm. Those who have suffered from criminalization as youth may center health reparations: addressing the mental and physical health effects of
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criminalization. Some may seek to repair economic harm through greater entrepreneurial access or cooperative business development. The realities of unmarked compensation should also be explored.

Finally, as seen in marijuana reparations programs, the intent to redress harms is often hindered through competing budget priorities. In Los Angeles, for instance, social equity program applicants were told funding was restricted; the city then allocated portions of its reserve to police overtime pay. Seeking an independent funding stream, as in Evanston, may help avoid competing costs. Evanston has linked funding for its program to marijuana business tax revenue. Places that are reducing numbers of school police might redirect funds towards part of a reparations program. Money might be saved by eliminating the costs of prosecuting students and enforcing compliance with court orders. That reserved money might also contribute to a project to redress harmed students. Some scholars suggest that a new or existing administrative agency might be tasked with the project of “producing equity,” acquiring funding, and monitoring reparations grants.

A real and constant concern is that the state will view the project of reparations as complete once there has been a distribution of funds. As described earlier in this Article, criminalization has produced ongoing harms. Reaching a stage of compensation should not require that conversations about criminalization of students, and the historic injustices and systemic failings that caused it, should cease. Reparations should serve
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to work towards healing societal wounds. Compensation based on past harms should not undermine the framework’s forward-looking goals. Redress contributes towards greater freedom for affected people, which in turn strengthens society. Exploring the possibilities of redress is an important symbol of atonement and the beginning of social healing.

CONCLUSION

Increasingly, the public has learned of the impact of criminal law enforcement in schools. Through testimony from affected students, guidance from community organizations and government agencies, and reports on long-term impacts, we are more aware of the pain and disenfranchisement that begins with criminal law referrals in school. For too long, school systems in the U.S. have referred schoolchildren to criminal courts. School order prosecutions often targeted Black students, and also had disproportionate impacts on Latinx, Native American, LGBTQ, and disabled students. Responsive reforms are happening. A legislator introducing a bill to end mandatory school referrals to criminal law in Virginia named the criminalization of students “the [number one] civil rights issue of our modern time.” The changes are long overdue.

Existing damage to individuals and communities cannot be redressed by prospective reform alone. The burden of overcoming unjust criminalization still rests on the former students who underwent the harmful practices. Retroactive policies and reparations programs must be implemented to redress harm to generations of former students. Barriers from criminal records persist. Psychological harm and mistrust of institutions persist. Communities continue to be under-resourced and underemployed. Retroactive policies must be optimized to resolve as much of the harm of criminal stigma as possible. This Article’s recommended retroactive additions to school reforms address criminal records, collateral criminal charges, and costs from improper prosecutions of students.

The project of repairing past harm involves accountability. The reparations framework provided in this Article requires us to examine the ongoing damage of unjust practices and their impact on former students’ lives in depth. Through investigation we move towards repair for affected individuals and highly impacted communities. We all benefit from public acknowledgment of how criminalization has blocked opportunity for former
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students. As a country, we advance by closing the fissures created by criminalization. Reparations for student criminalization are a necessary step in the campaign for a more equitable society.

This Article argues for retroactive policies and reparations for the intrusion of criminal law into school discipline. Order-related prosecutions of students is one of this country’s largest, most unjustifiable expansions of criminal law, targeting the youngest members of our society. The reparations framework is more than explication of harm and resultant damage. It requires an understanding of the resilience many former students need to confront harm and advance in adulthood despite the weight of criminal law involvement. Retroactive policies and reparations are hopeful projects. They recognize that we must learn from former students to understand how criminal law stymied the potential of generations of criminalized former students. Transforming systems away from criminalization requires us to face the harm of past policies and restore lost opportunity to targeted students and their communities.